
v. ZAK.4,TIN TIIE SOKOTO CALIPHATE: TAX OR ALMS?

The question of a just taxation, the responsibility of the ståte, the rulers and the

rich, and the welfare of the subjects and the community within Islam have been a

comerstone, as well as touchstone, since the days of the Prophet Muþammad. I
will argue, along with most westem Scholars, that there has been a rift benveen

the ideal model of zakãt and its reality in Muslim states. The argument is not that

zakãt never existed, but that the idea of a kind of a pre-modem "welfa¡e system",

upheld and controlled by the state, has to be questioned. What is evident from the

discussion among Muslim schola¡s as well as the discussion in the previous

chapters is that the Muslim n¡ler was obliged to look after the public welfare or

commonweal , maçlaha, of his subjects. However, this obligation usually did not

result in a kind of "welfare system" operated and fi¡anced by the "state", govern-

ment or the ruler. Instead, what is obvious is that the ruler mostly did not interfefe

with local strucrures - mainly due to the fact that he and his administration had no

effective means at their disposal to replace local, communal or private institu-

tions. It could also be argued that the obligation of the ruler should not collide

with that of local communities or the family/household, i.e., it was fust of all the

duty of the family to take care of their less fortunate members and only secondly

were the ruler or his representatives asked for assistance. I will take the example

ofthe Sokoto Caliphate as a test case. It has been argued by some scholafs, notab-

ly Michael Watts, that there was a functioning state-controlled "social welfare

system" in this lgth-century Muslim confederæion of present day northem Niger-

ia and nofhern Cameroun. In accordance with rather modern theories of Islamic

economics and the theory of a public social welfa¡e system, the "social welfare

system" of the Sokoto Caliphate is said to have been based on the collection and

dist¡ibution of zalcãt. Thus, according to such an interpretation, the Sokoto

Caliphate would, in fact, have been one of the few Islamic states which actually

had established an Islamic economy. The collection and distribution of the

religious taxes would have followed Islamic law and would have enabled the es-

tablishment of an "Islamic social welfare system" including a kind of govern-

mental or public famine relief system based on the collection and distribution of

zakãt-gun. Due to the introduction of colonial taxation, this pre-colonial social

welfare system was eroded and transformed. The collection of zakãt by the

government was abolished, which led to the erosion of pre-colonial strategies for
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public famine relief. However, this argument is problematic, as it is not clea¡ what
actually was abolished - the tithe on gnn (,ushrlzakka) ot legal alms (zakãt).

As will be argued in this chapter, the nature and existenc e of zakat tn the
sokoto caliphate is far from clear. First, there is the general notion among
scholars that the Hausa word zakka is equivalent to zakãt. However, it is evident
from the sources available for the study that zakka only implied the levy on grain,
i.e., being '¡¡sår, but not the levy on other zakãtable goods or on wealth.l second,
there is a general lack of information on the collection and distributi on of zalcàt in
the sokoto caliphate. For example, Heinrich Barth, who has provided often-
quoted information on the fiscal basis of the central emirates of the Sokoto
caliphate, did not menrion zakka ot mlcãt at ar.2 Thùd, the idea of zakka berng
zakãt seems to have led to confusion not only among the early British colonial
officials but also later resea¡chers. However, what seems most striking is the fact
that some of the taxes levied in the emirates of the Sokoto Caliphate clearly can
be identified as variations of zakãt, such as the kudin rafi,the kudin shukaand the

iangati.3 Although w. F. Gowers already noted this fact,4 it seems as if the local
populæion did not do so and the early colonial officials used a lot of ink trying to
identify and separate the various taxes and forms of taxation and tribute that
existed in the va¡ious emirates of the Sokoto Caliphate.

Investigations in today's Nigeria show clearly that both zakãt and gadaqa,
voluntary alms, still constitute a part of the religious sphere.s The role of the srif-
brotherhoods cannot be overemphasised; they receive and disburse a major part of
these alms. However, the political and socio-economic crisis in Nigeria has led to
a rise of critical Muslim movements, :rmong others, Islamistic and pseudo-Mah-
distic ones, who criticise the lax following of the rules conceming the payment,
collection and disbursement of zakãr.6 Thus, it can be argued ttrat only the tax on
grain - zalcka - but not obligatory almsgiving as such, was at stake at the
beginning of the colonial era. But what happened to the supposed ..social welfare
system" that was based on the collection of zakka-grarn?

Abraham 1962:962,963; K'ofar Hausa-Hausa Darenbank, enrry: ,.zakka. at: hup://www.
univie.ac.a(afrikanistik/oracle/sqlh.cg (prinred 12. 10.200 l).
Banh II, lE57: 163-ló4.

The Hausa wo¡d for tax, kudin, is spelled by some scholars æ htrdin. Throughout rhe rexr, I
will use ftadø.

Gowers l92l:50.
Yusuf 1975: Blankneister 1992.

Lubeck 1985; Loimeier 1993; Weiss 2002.
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A Rift between ldeals and Reality

As has been argued in the previous chapters, the discrepancy between the ideal

and reality of zalcãt is evident in many, if not most, pre-colonial Muslim societies

throughout the Bilãd al-Sùdãn. In most cases, the intention to implement Islamic

taxation can be identified. However, reality proved in most cases to Pose con-

straints on the realisation of an Islamic order; the collection and distibution of

zalcãtberng one major problem. In general, only a minor part of the collected

zakat seemed to have reached the lawful receivers of zalcåt (not to mention how

much the poor and needy actually received), whereas ttre state and its fi¡nctiona-

ries, in addiúon to the army, consumed the main bulk, if not all. Therefore, was

the Sokoto Caliphæe an exception to this rule?

Tax reforms in Northern Nigeria during the colonial era, where zakãt is sæLd

to have been abolished, have been criticised both by local Muslim literati and

later Western researchers.T ln fact, some of the early British colonial office¡s,

such as Alder Burdon, were highly critical of any attemPts to abolish the col-

lection of zalcãt:

(T)he payment of zakka is an ordinance of the Koran. Apart from the prohibiting that

such action would cause resentment and discontent, I feel very strong¡y thal any

interference or deduction would be a breach of the promised non-interference with
religious customs.S

The key argument of some scholars, Michael Wans, Robet Shenton and

Paul Lubeck among others, is that the aim of colonial tax reforms was a monetari-

sation of the tax system in Northern Nigeria which led to the erosion of pre-

colonial systems of public famine relief. This pre-colonial pubtic famine relief
was, according to Michael Watts, based on the existence of granaries where the

collected zalcdt-garn'was stored and could be distributed among the needy in
times of disness and scarcity:

In a society based on an absolute hicra¡chical segmentation between classes - berween

talakawa and sarauta9 - it is hardly surprising that the upper echelons were expected

to act as the ultimate buffers for üe villageJevel redistributive opera¡ions. [...] In

7 Tuk* 1979: \¡fatts l9g3a.
8 NN¡K Sokprof 2t2 lsvlg{,4, Noles on tribu¡e in Soko¡o Province [Burdon], para24.

Burdon was referring to the stalem€ns of Sir Frederick Lugard after the c.onquests of Kano
and Sokoto during 1903. Although the fate of the zak*a was discussed for several years to
@lnre,mkkawas, in the end, mergcd with the other taxes. See further rileiss 1997: 274-n5.

9 Th" talakawa (sE. talaka) are the free commoners, lhe saraura (masu sarauta, i.e., those

having an office) are the members of the nobility in Hausa society.
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Katsina emirate, for example, the hokimil0 often kept grain ar several cenÚes through-
out their district, particularly in villages where they may have acted as patron tõ a
number of clients. ultimately, extreme situations could involve the state srructure
itself, which uscd the gr.ain tithe (zakkøt) in central granaries for organised distribution
during famine periods.l I

shenton and watts had formulated the above argument already in their in-
fl uential 197 9 RAP E-ar¡icle:

.-. these graduated responses culminated with the state itself which, as smith and
Palmer noted, used the grain tax or zakkot stored in central granaries for organized
¡edistribution in famine oeriods and levied fixed taxes in accordance with the quality
ofthe harvest.12

The original argument of watts and shenton, that the colonial tax reform
compelled the farmers to produce cash crops in order to pay the colonial taxes in
cash instead of paying a part of their harvest as zal<ãt in addition to the fact that
the colonial govemment had changed the nature of taxation in such a manner that
it restricted the ability of Hausa society to respond to a serious food shortage,l3 is
echoed by Lubeck:

Export crops were grown in order to pay newly imposed colonial taxes, which were
collected priof lo harvest in most instances. Thus the peasant was forced ro sell export
and grain crops during the time when prices wefe at rheir lowest or, worse, to mortgage
them prior to harvesr ¡o a money lender. By monetizing the zåkkat rax rather ihan
collecting in-kind, the cotonial state increased the real rate of taxation but decre¿sed
the local availability of grain (millet and sorghum). whereas during rhe precolonial
period the zakkat provided a grain reserve that could be disributed during cyclical
drought and famine, no such reserve exisled in the colonial era, Hence, peasants paid a
higher p,roportion of the labour time and land allocations for taxes, and with increased
cotton and groundnut cxpons! less of the cuhivated l¿nd was used to produce food
crops. Additional facrors include the rigidiÇ of the tåx rate as compared ¡o the ftexibi-
lity of the colonial period, q!.d the arbitrary and unequal distribution of raxes by N. A.
INarive Authority] officials. l4

10 The hakimi (sg. hakinai)werc - usually - âbsentee landlords, who controtled a specific area
or village, which they had received as a fief from the emi¡. However, the righrs of the hakimi
were restricted to the collection of taxes. See further Hill 1977 : g-9.

ll

t2

Watts l98l: 203. In this art¡cle, Watls builds his theoretical framework on Ma¡cel Mauss's
concept of tbe giving and rcceiving of gifts as well as Raynault's socio-economic study on
the Hausa in Maradi, Niger (Raynauh 1975). The argument is repeated in wans l9g3b: 50.

Shenton & watts 1979:.56. The reference ro smirh is smirh l9ó7 and that to palmer is the
I9l0 Annual Repon of Kano Province. However, as will be poinred ou¡ in this chapter,
shen¡on & wans's argument is rather problematic, not least because they base their argu-
ment on ralher "weak" sources.

Shenton & Watrs 1979: 57.

Lubbeck 1986: 32. The argument of Shenton & wans is also put forward in Swindell 1986:
104-105, although he more precisely states rhar "in some [emphasis mine, HW] areas of
Hausaland village granaries were gradually run down o find the cuûency to pay taxes."

l3

l4
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Watts bases his argument on the role of. zakãt in pre-colonial Hausaland on a

theoretical model of an existing moral economy, adapted from the concePt of
James Scott of a "subsistence ethic" that prevailed in rural, non-capitalistic socie-

ties, and which is composed of three dimensions: the "safety-first" maxim, the

tendency toward mutual suppoft and reciprocity and an expectation of minimum

state support, the latter of which is identified by Watts as "the moral economy".ls

Further,'Watts underlines that

... central to the subsistence ethic, however, and to the moral economy in general was

the "logic of the gift": the reciprocal and redistributive qualities, in other words, which

to a large extent bind the peasant social fabric, and by which lhe possibility of
accumulation is balanced by an institutional obligation to redistributc. lo

In other words, what Watts suggests is that the collection and distribution of zal<ãt

would have been organised and supervised in lgth-century Hausaland in a

mannef which would make the Sokoto Caliphate an exceptional rather than a

typical precolonial Islamic state. However, in a later study on the food supply for

Kano city, Watts somewhat revised his argumenl Although he still clings to his

original idea of a moral economy based upon state supervision, if not control, of
the collection, storage and distribuúon of zakal'grain, he admits that "'-' it was

doubtless never uniformly collected and usually in haphazard instalments. [...]
The zakkat grain tithe, as irregular and variable as it may be have been, at least

ensured the possibility of grain accumulation during bountiful Years."l7

Nigerian scholars have presented a different argument about the effects of
the colonial tax reform in Nonhern Nigeria, resting their case on the notion of a

break with the religious nature of pre-colonial taxation and the inroduction of the

secular one of the colonial tax system. For example, C. N. Ubah argues that zakât

would - in theory and from an Islamic standpoint, as he notes - have been the

most important tax in the Sokoto Caliphate.lS However, as Ubah has to admit, in

15 See further \ilans l9?9 and 1983a. The concept of a moral economy of the Sokoto Caliphate
was fint elaborated by Watts in his 1979 PhD dissenation:

"First, there is an agronomic dimension which reflects a predilection for risk aversion,

whal has been referred to as the safety-ñrst maxim. Second, in the social realm, one can

identify the norms of reciprocity and mutual support. And ¡hird, lhere is a set of rights and

obligations - a moral economy - which guarantees as far as possible, a right to subsistence

as a moral necessity." (Watts 1979: I 13)
16 Wans 1983b:49.
l7 Warts 1987:65.
l8 One can find a similar argument in the influential &{PE-article by Shenton & Freund (1978)

on the incorporation of Northem Nigeria in the capitalist world. In their anicle, rhey present

a rather typical picture of zakãt: "Rent in kind [i.e., the surplus that the state exuacted from
the peasanl householdsl was collected primarily in the form ofthe zakkat, a grain tithe which

in theory [emphasis mine, HW] supported the teaching of lslam and the charitable
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practice the emirs were not always guided strictly by the law books in matters of
expenditure: "The resources at their disposal were used as they judged best at
particular times and circumstances, and there were always officials to be reward-
ed and tributes to be paid."l9 However, the major problem with the colonial tax
reform, which led to an amalgamation of pre-colonial taxes and the abolition of
the zakka grain-tax, was according to ubah, that the religious basis of taxation
was lost and there was no longer a distinction between Muslims and non-
Muslims: "The [new] tax looked like jizya to which only non-Muslims could be
liable."2o

Other scholars argue that the colonial tax reforms and especially the abolition
of zakka resulted in a collapse of "weHa¡e schemes". According to M. I. Mukhtar,
".-. zakka, the institution that served the ulema, the poor and also the rest of the
population in times of needs was abolished by the colonial state never to be
replaced with another welfa¡e scheme,'¿l whereas a feport on begging in post-
colonial zana town frankly attributed the ¡ise of beggars in the streets throughout
Hausaland to the erosion of a [supposed] pre-colonial social welfa¡e system based
vponzalcãr

until the arrival of rhe Brirish in 1903, rhe zakat was collected by officials appointed
by the emirs of Kano, Hadejia, cumel, and Kazaure. \l¡hen ¡he Brirish subsritu¡ed the
legal Islamic zakar wirh haraji (poll-tax) and jangali (cattle-tax) rhe case of rhe
destitutes became greatlyjeopardised. As a result, many lepers, blindmen, the crippled
and other disabled staned begging in order to feed themsetves and theû familics.22

The basic study on the caliphate's system of taxation and the impact of the
colonial tax reforms in Northem Nigeria is Tijani Garba's doctoral disseÍarion.23
In his dissertation, Ga¡ba presents a detailed study on the various forms of
taxation in l9th-century Hausaland, in particular of the central emi¡ates of the
sokoto caliphate, namely Kano,zaría and Katsina as well as the Sokoto region.
Basically, with regard fo zakãt, Garba's study echoes the concept of wans - zakãt
was the basis of the caliphate's social welfare policy. The colonial rax reforms
had, according to Garba, both ideological and social implications. The reforms led

requirements of communities. but wâs frequently put to other uses" (shen¡on & Freund
1978: I l)-

Ubah l99l: 132.

Ubah l99l: 133. Similar argumenrs are made by Jumæe (1998: E7).

Mukhtar 1983: 185.

Ali e¡ al. l99l: 10. However, the statement needs some corrections. First, Gumel was not
part of the caliphate, instead, the region was a vassal of Bomo and the collection of zakka is
not known in Gumel. second, there are several eyewitness accounts of street begging from
the l9th century - rhus, begging existed prior ro the colonial period. see further page
l8Gl88.
Garba 1986.

l9

20

7l

J''

23
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to a secularisation of the precolonial taxes, and, even worse, to the erosion of pre-

colonial social weHare systems:

Another consequence of the abolition of the zakãt and its administration by the state

was that the suppol syslem which the slate offered to the aged and the weak, the relief
system which was offered to the people in times of food shortages or croP failure, was

practically discontinued, with rhe resul¡ that the people suffered g¡eatly' and the

;ovemment could do nothing about it.Z

However, the main problem with the Watts's argument as well as its various

formulations is that it correlates with the "Sampo-model",ã namely that there

actually was a functioning social weHa¡e system based upon zalút.IÎ ¡his was the

case, then the Sokoto Caliphate would have been one of the few pre-colonial

Islamic stâtes in the Bil-ad al-Süd-an that would have succeeded in introducing and

implementing the principles of an Islamic economy. However, the major weak-

ness with Watts's argument is the lack of solid information about the pre-colonial

tax and fiscal system in the Sokoto Caliphate: there are no records available that

would give any information about how much was collected, how much was distri-

buted and to whom it was distributed. Despite the lack of solid quantitative as

well as qualitative data, an attempt will be made in this chapter to critically inves-

tigate the theoretical and practical framework of zalút in the Sokoto Caliphæe.

"Set To Rights the Affairs of the Poor and the Needy"

Legal treatises conceming the religious-cum-political duties of a Muslim ruler

have been produced by many Muslim scholars. Such treatises o¡ "Mirrors of
Princes" became especially popular after the disintegration of the Abbasid Caliph-

ate. One of such treatises was the Taj al-dln fi-mâ yaghib'alà l-mulùÈ ('The

Crown of Religion Concerning the Obligations of Princes') which was wrinen by
the l5th-century Maghribi schola¡ al-Maghili.26 His writings, especially his

treatise, were to have special influence upon the later Muslim scholars of the 18th

century in the Cenual Bilãd al-Si¡dãn, including the writings of Usman dan Fodio

('Uthmãn ibn Fúdr), his brother Abdullahi dan Fodio ('Abdallãh ibn Fúdi), his son

Muhammadu Bello (Muhammad Balù) and her daughter Nana Asma'u. These

four la$er scholars were the most important ones of the emerging Sokoto

Caliphate.2T

Ca¡ba 1986:249-250.

See page 55.

On al-Maghili, see further Chapter III.

A uanslation of theTãj al-ãnis presented in Bedri & Starran 1974-77. A similartrcatise
was the Ki¡¡iä al-adab al-kabír of lbn al-Muqaffa', translated by Rescher 1917.

24
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usman dan Fodio (175¿r-1817), a FulBe Muslim scholar, criticised rhe non-
Muslim innovations (bid'a) and syncretistic habits of the Muslim ruler of the
kingdom of Gobir in Hausaland. His critique was ro be the starting-point of a
renewal (tajüd) of Sunni Islam in Hausaland as well as a jihãd against Gobi¡ and
the other Hausa states. The outcome of his militant movement was the establish-
ment of an (new) Islamic confederation, the so-called sokoto caliphate, in c.
lg0g.2E

usman dan Fodio's main criticism, together with that of his brother
Abdullahi dan Fodio (1756-1828), was rhar the local Muslim rulers were nor
ruling according to the ideals of Islam.29 Therefore, they pinpointed in their ana-
lyses, which of those innovations were to be rejected. They showed the failure of
the kings to live up to their obligations as Muslim rulers. In his treatise Kitãb al-
farq (c. 1806), usman dan Fodio stated that the ruler of Gobir had closed his
doors in front of the needy and thereby neglected one of his duties:

The governor of every country shall strive to repair the mosques, and establish the f¡ve
prayers in thcm, and order people to srrive to read lhe eur,ãn, and make (others) read
it, and leam knowledge, and teacb ir; and that he should strive to reform thc markets
and set to rightj^rhe affairs of the poor and the needy, and order the doing of every
approved thing.æ

The key idea of usman dan Fodio, as well âs thar of his brother and his son
Muhammadu Bello, was that the ideal Muslim ruler should be just, generous and
merciñ¡1.31 The ruler should help the needy and the poor, his ministers should
have mercy on them and part of the revenue was to be allocated to them.32
Abdullahi dan Fodio, copying word for word al-Maghilils treatise - stated in his
book Díyõ' al-huk*ãrn (c. 1 80748):

Last l9ó7; Hisken 1994; Tahi¡ 1989; Last 1987; Boyd & Mack 1997.

one reason for'uthmãn dan Fodio's criticism was the jangali (canle rax). According ro M.
G. Smith's analysis, this tax was originally denoted zakkan shanu or stârurory cattle tithe
paid in kind. However, by the time of usman dan Fodio, Tangali had come lo denote cash
taxes levied on FulBe. usman dan Fodio protesbd againsr this type of levy, condemning it
as illegal, but whether because Muslim law forbids ransfer of zaktea in cash equivalents, or
because trcse jangali levies represenled a form of double taxation is not enrirely cle¿r from
the contexts of his rcmarks. Yet, as smiù emphasises, although Mãliki law prcscribes that
zakka on catlle should be computed and t¡ansfened in kind, it does not clearly proscribe its
conversion into cash values for collecrion (Smith 1997: 53, 55).

Hisken 1960: 580. A similar demand is found in his larer work siraj al-iÍLnu¿-¿ (c. l8l l), see
Rebstock 1985: 99. A comparison between rhis work and al-Maghili's ùealis€ reveals the
slrong influence of al-Maghili on usman dan Fodio's writings. See further Rebsrock 1985;
Osswald 1986.

Martin l97l:83: Bello 1983: ll8; Boyd l9E9:28; Lawat 1992:66.
Hiskett 1960: 570-571.
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The government should cater for both immediate needs of the Poor in the form of
minimum of livelihood provision and in providing public utilit¡es and to promote all

types of occupations.33

How was this goal to be achieved? Muhammadu Bello (1782-1837) wrote in

his rfearise UçûI al-siyõsa (c. 1806-O7) that the "imãm or the amír or the wdll'
should foster crafts, trade and agriculture, Promote the building of mosques,

teaching facilities, fortresses, bridges and granaries, appoint leaLcheÍs, zakãt

collectors and judges:

He must allocate them to every village and every [town] and quarter, according to the

urging of the people, likewise foodstuffs and supplies as they are needed, and as the

towns and counfy places become filled with population. He must see to the constfuc-

tion of walled towns [husän] and bridges and the maintenance of markets and roads

ând the realisation of the general public welfarc, so that the harmony of this world may

be maintained.34

Muhammadu Bello referred to the examPle of the second Caliph' 'Uma¡ b.

al-Khatlãb, when he discussed the promotion of social welfa¡e of the destitute and

poor: "'Umâr was constantly looking into the problems of the destin¡æ among his

subjects and being of service to them personally."35 'Umar thus served as the

arch-example of the "good n¡ler" who ca¡es for all of his subjects. This demand

was, according to Bello, to be the maxim for the rulers in the Sokoto Caliphate,

too.

Howeve¡, a closer look at both Abdullahi's piyd' al-þukkãm and

Muhammadu Bello's treatise.Al-gåayth al'wablft sîrøt al-imãm al''adl (c. 1821)

reveals some problems in their interpretations with regard lo zakùL There is a

clear distinction between zalcãt and zalcat al-fitr in both treatises, but the detailed

discussion that follows deals only with the rules concerning the collection and

33 Gusau 1990:180.
y 

Muhammad Belto l97l: 84; Shehu Yamusa l9?5: 18-19' Muhammadu Bello's principle of
promoting public welfare has been identified by some scholars as having led to an enforced

settlemenr policy throughout rhe Caliphate, or at least in Hausaland. See further Last 1965,

1967. According to Garba, this policy lead to "industrial developmen! because of the

necessity of ¡he sta¡e" (Garba 1986: 53), yet such â statement is perhaps stre¡ching the issue

too far. People were certainly encouragcd to claim new farms and to settle in unoccupied

lands, cspecially in the Sokoto and Kano close-settled zones. Further, urbanisation was

clearly promoted by thc rulers. However, I do question the claim that there would have been

a well-defined policy of "indusuial development" throughout the Sokoto Caliphate. Rather,

it looks as if the ideals of the Sokoto triumvirate were put into practice on an ad hoc basis,

implemented when they suited, changed when needed. See furthcr Swindell 1986: 84-86;
Garba 1986: I 17; Weiss 1997:94-98.

35 Muhammad Bello l97l: 84.
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distribution of zakãt al-fi¡r, not zakõt proper or ,ushr.36 Furthermore, AMullahi
made a clea¡ distinction between vãhir md bãtin goods when he stipulated that
the tax collectors were not allowed to go into people's house and check the
property of the inhabitants when assessing zakåt - unless the person in question
was known to be untrustworthy. In effect, the tax collector could therefore never
control the income of a merchant, whereas he was able to meÍìsure the harvest or
size of a livestock herd by himself.3T

with regard to the fiscal system, usman dan Fodio followed the strict Islam-
ic concept, as is s¡ated in his K¡¡a-å al-farq:

The kinds of lhe pubtic rreasury a¡e the fifrh lkhunsl, ttrc tithe [zakãtjl
and poll taxgizyal and land tax Íkharajl; booty and surplus./
Then ¡hat the owners of which are not known,/

and inheritance; prop€rty having no owner./

These seven confirute rhe pub¡ic treasury for him who wishes/

to make use of lawful things.38

According to Garba, usman dan Fodio inhis Bayanwujûb at-Hijra identi-
ñedfay', the net state revenue, as being

... entirely for God which is the jÞya, the kharãj, rhe rithe (,ushr) raken from the
dhimmîs [!] and people^with whom peace has been conrracred and any property
acquired withour fighting.rY

All these, he explained, could be disposed of by the ruler in the way he saw
fit because it was not booty which would have been divided berween the public
treasury and the warriors. The reference in the text to ,ushr is interesting as
usman dan Fodio seems to apply the tirhe to non-Muslims also which usually
would not be the case: Muslims were to be taxed according fo zakõt, i.e. ,ushr,
non-Muslims would have to pay jizya.

The expenditure of fhe bayt al-mãl lvas outlined by usman dan Fodio in
similar "genuine" Islamic ways. The prime concern of the state - and thus also for
the public treasury - was the defence of the Ddr at-lslãm: to seal off "dangerous"

Shehu Yamusa 1975:200-201; Zahradeen 1976:.233; Bello 1983: 7l,2gg. See also Boyd &
Mack 1997: 54, fn. 85 and245, fn. 583. on quorations conceming zakât in Muhammad
Bello's treatise.

Garba 1986: 51.

Quotation from the shurb a!-zutãl (shurbu ziladl by Mallam Abubakar al-Barikumu in
Hiskett 1960:571 and'urhmãn dan Fodio 1979:142. (Mallam Abubakar al-Barikumu,
called Ibn Ajiruma, was a lSth-cenrury Borno scholar. Hisketr 1957: 572.) However, in the
next section of his treatise, which deals with rhe expenditure of the public treasury, Usman is
only concemed about how the income from booty and the Fifrh âre sp€nt.

Usman dan Fodio,BayänWujub al-Hijra,quoted in Garba l9Bó: 4849.

36
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places and frontiers as well as to provide u,eaPons and payment for the defenders

of the state. If an¡hing was left over after defence and military expenditures, it
should be used for the payment of the sala¡ies of the judges, the provincial gover-

nors as well as for the construction and maintenance of mosques and bridges.o

Any remainder of this second amount should be divided among the poor, azd

according to Usman dan Fodio, if there still was a remai¡der, the caliph should

either give it to the rich or keep it as a resen e.4l

The principles of the fiscal system as outlined by Usman dan Fodio reveal

that he had a clea¡ division of the public treasury in mind. Revenue was of two

kinds - religious and secular- Secular revenue was to be used to cover the

expenses of the state whereas religious revenue would be distributed according to

Islamic law. However, the fiscal policy outlined by Usman dan Fodio cannot be

interpreted as having had a clear emphasis on Poverty alleviation or for the

provision of social welfa¡e services. The first and foremost responsibility of the

state was to safeguard the defence of the state and the Pax Islamica. Only second

came the responsibility to care for the social needs of the inhabitants. The detailed

discussion on the expenditu¡es of/ay'revenue makes clea¡ ttrat the secular income

was of prime importance. The collection and distribution of religious revenue $¡¿ls

to be supervised by the state, and one could argue that zakãt might, in theory,

provide the basis for the promotion of social welfare. However, as Ga¡ba has

poinæd out, people should be given assistance from the treasury only if they were

in real need, whereas those who had sufficient for their basic needs without the

help of the state were not allowed to receive anything from the treasury.4z The

consequence of such a policy would be that the state was not urged to invest in

the promotion of structural changes in the daily life of poor people, only to exist

as the last resort during times of distress.

Clearly, the aim of Usman dan Fodio's movement was to establish a

"genuine Islamic state", which ideally was the community of the Prophet, but its

guidance came from scholarly (mainly Maliki) treatises written in the Abbasid era

and 1ater.43 The obligation of the ruler with regard lothe zaleåt was that he should

supervise its correct collection and distribution. The stafus of the receiver was,

however, not discussed. It was left to the judgement of the ruler and his officials

The notion that the provincial govemors, namely the emirs in the various emirates and suF
emirates, would havc received a salary from the central treasury is inleresting. However, as

far as the available sourc¡s for the Soko¡o Caliphate show, no emir was ever paid a salary

from Sokoto, but received his own income through taxation and private wealth in his
emirate.

'Uthman dân Fodio 1979: 142.

Garba 1986:54.

Hiskeu 1994.

ß
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to decide, from case to sase, who was to be supported and who not. In theory,
zalcãt could provide the means to meet this end, but it was never to be applied to a
poor class in general, only to individuals.

Traces ol ZakkainPrc-JÍhãdHausaland - the Case of Kano

usman dan Fodio's criticism of the Muslim n¡lers and his programme for estab-
lishing a "genuine" Islamic order would imply that taxation inpre-jihõd Hausa-
Iand was not based upon the sharî'a. However, the critique of the Torodbe
scholars was as much a critique of the "lax" or "imperfect" nature of the state of
affairs in the Hausa city-states, especially in Gobir, and was at first directed
towards those Muslim scholars who backed the rulers in thei¡ ways of ruling.
usman dan Fodio did not introduce (or reintroduce) Islam in Hausaland. His aim
was rather to stress the teachings and model of al-Maghrli on how a Muslim ruler
should rule his realm. In fact, the picture of Islam in Hausaland before the jíhatt
resembled much that of the state of Islam in the other sudanic regions, such as

Mãli, Songhay and Bomo. Although the ruler was nominally a Muslim, his rule
was based on a mixture of Islamic and indigenous concepts. Although some of the
rulers were known to have tried to strengthen the Islamic order, such as the 15th-
century ruler in Kano, Muþammad Rumfa (c. la63-99), Islam remained the
religion of the few throughout Hausaland before the 19th cenrury.

As the various city-states in Hausaland never developed into Islamic stong-
holds, it is not surprising that there are few - ifany - traces ofreligious taxes and
especially zakãt.Fot example, the Kano ch¡onicle never mentions zakat as one of
the taxes that the ruler would have collected; instead, the Kano chronicle men-
tions the introduction and collection of jizya and kharãj, but these terms for taxes
might as well be the unknown author's interpretation of the taxes in Kano. How-
ever, whereas there are few written taces of zakãf, there are some oral data that
might give some clarification on the question of the whereabouts of zakãt or
zakka in pre-jihad Hausaland. unfort¡¡nately, due to the scattered nature of the
information about the socio-economic and fiscal conditions in Hausaland before
the jihãd,I will concentrare on the conditions in Kano only although I am very
aware that conditions might differ from one Hausa city-state to another.

According to M. G. Smith's investigations, zakãt was collected in Kano
before the l9ttr century. Muslim law, which had been introduced and strengthen-
ed at various søges beginning from the l4th century, is said to have regulated
much of the revenue and tax collection. Smith's investigation shows that the tithe
was the basic unit of calculation of the various duties and taxes, thus following
Muslim law in general and Mãliki interpretation in particular. The ruler claimed
duties of ten per cent, called ushira, as a death duty on the assessed value of all
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vendible property left by private individuals after payment of their debts and of
all civil transactions through the court. Further, in accordance with Muslim law,

the ruler claimed ten per cent of the harvest of certain crops, i.e., ?sår. He also

claimed ten per cent from livestock keepers and miners, i.e,, zakka (in the case of
the cattle tithe: zakløn shanu).4 In addition, Bugaje settlements, communities of
"black" serfs and slaves of the Tuareg resident in An and Damergu who had been

settled by them throughout Hausaland, paid one-tenth of their crop as zalcat or

zakka to the local chief, who collected the tithe on behalf of the ruler.as Apart

from the various forms of tithes, the ruler collected khums or humushi, i.e., the

fifth of the war booty, as well as jizya, karo (a t¿u( on family land introduced

during the reign of Muhamman Sharefa, c. 1703-31, and criticised by the

Muslims as being oppressive), htdín sarauta, gaisuwa as well as market and craft

taxes and dues.6
Much conñ¡sion was provoked by the use of Hausa terms, especially the term

jangali. According to the Kano chronicle, iangali tryas "... jizya from the Fulani
which is called jangali." Smith points to the ambiguity in the use of this term and

states that the author of the chronicle either wanted to criticise the ruler who

introduced the collection of jangali as being oppressive (as some of the Cattle

FulBe would have been Muslims and thus would not have been liable to jizya) or

that the pastoralists were non-Muslims (which, in fact, most of the Cattle Fulani
to some extent are today). At the end of the lSth century, rwo types of cattle taxes

seemed to have existed in Kano - zakkan shanu pud in kind by the Kano FulBe
as well as jangali, paid in cash by non-resident Cattle FulBe, or masu-ketare, who

entered Kano during the dry seâson. As the masu-ketare usually had already paid

their zakka in their home countries,the jangali was perceived as an oppressive

second tithe.a? In fact, exactly the same distinction between (kudin) zakkan shanu

md jangali was noted by the British officials in Yola kovince at the beginning of
the 20th century: settled FulBe paid zakkan Ehanu, Bororo FulBe and 'þagans"
pud jangati.ß

Concerning the collection and storage of zaltka-grain, Smith reveals that it
was stored in especially large granaries under care ofthe local chiefs and head-

men who collected it. According to Smith, the ruler's scribes recorded the

4 Smirh 1997:51-53.
45 smirh 1997:33.
6 Smirh 1997: 58-46. Kudin saraum was paid by the receiver of a ritle or office, whereas
. gaisuwa were so-called "greetings" or "gifts". According to Smith, kharõj or land tax was

not collec¡ed in pre-jihâdKuto.
47 Se¿furtherSmith 1997:53-5ó.
48 NNAK sNP loll 878pll9l3,Resumé of system of raxation, l9l3 fPalmerl.
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amounts, types and locations of the grain,ag yet Smith's information is prob-
lematic as he does not cite any reference for his argument. Equally problematic is
his statement that the slored zakka-grain could serve as a reserve against famine.
Although the rulers and the nobility were known to have grain stores that would
never empty, it is questionable how much zakka-grain there was available as a
famine reserve in the end. Smith notes that zakka was shared by the ruler with his
hakimi and local headmen:

As a rule a local chief and his immediate superior, the hakimi resident ar the capital,
received equal shares from local revenues. At most the ruler may have received forty
percent of the local intake while ¡he hakimi and local chief shared the resr-So

What makes Smith's argument for a famine reserve problematic is that the
ruler already had a huge range of obligations to frtl during ordinary years, such as

distribution of grain to courtiers, malams (Hausa: 'Muslim scholar'), sharífs,visi-
tors, and his kin and slaves, that it is questionable how much zakka-grarnwolld
be left at the end of the day.

However, at least in Kano, two kinds of grain storage systems do seem to
have existed during the pre-jihad period - and little suggesrs that things were
changed during the 19th century. First, there were the grain stores that were kept
in the palace in Kano, the Gidan Rumfa, and in the adjoining compounds of the
shamaki and the ma,aji. However, according to Smith, the bulk of the zakka-gran
was left in state grain stores distributed throughout the country at compounds of
the local chiefs.Sl

Is Smith's description of the pre-7i?¿-d conditions of Kano too simplistic? Is
his interpretation too Islamic? This might be the case when one compares Smith's
investigation with the one of Abdullahi Mahadi. According to Mahadi, only a

small fraction of the commodities or goods collected reached the treasury or the
central stores during the 18th century.52 Furthermore, during the lSth century the
masu sarauta as well as the malaman fada ('Muslim scholars attached to the

49 According ro Smith, magatalcarda,who was a non-hereditary Muslim cleric during the reign
of Alwali (c. 1781-1807), served as the scribe of the ruler and was rcsponsible for compiling
lists of zak&a. See further Smith 1997:97.

50 Smith 1997: 52. According to Smith, incomes varied from rhe various hefs and regions
wder a hakimai. Some local chiefs, such as the chiefs of rhe four senior sub-states of Rano,
Karaye, Dutse and Gaya, were said to have sent only one-tenth to one-third of their zal<t¿ to
the ruler in Kâno.

5l Smith 1997: 52.The ma'aji or ma'aji babbawas the public treasurer and administ¡ator of the
ba;-t al-mã|, rhe title and office remained in use up until the 20th century. The ma'aji
received as personal income all zakka due to the state from farms within the city walls and
their immediate environs; his compound served as the treasury of the state (Chrisrelow 1987;
Smith 1997:9G-91).

52 Mahadi 1982: 287.
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court'), the shariþí and the attajirai or the wealthy traders were already

exempted from taxation. Instead, it was the talakawa who felt the burden of taxa-

tion - and little changed during the lgth century.53 ln contrast to Smith, Mahadi

argUes that the most imPortant tax in Kano was the kudin kasa ot the land tax.l
According to Mahadi, the tåx reform introduced by the rulers of Kano during the

lTth century - the levy of jizyaupon non-Muslims as well as Muslims - has to be

interpfeted ¡ls an attempt by the rulers to insrease the revenue of the state (perhaps

as a consequence of the droughts and famines that hit the Cenual Sudan during

the lSth century?) and was a deliberate attempt by the rulers to side-step the rules

of fhe sharí,a. Kano then ceased to be paí of the Dai al-Islãm at that point. The

mode of taxation shifted from individuals to the household being responsible for

the payment of the taxes. Matradi further stresses the non-Qur'ãnic basis of taxa-

tion in Kano during the 18th century - rncltdingzakka:

(I)n terms of the assessment and mclhod of collecton and ways of disbursement, the

mlrka was not bascd on the Islamic injunctions. Tlrre talakava regarded it merely as

kudin høtsi (tat or money on grains).ss

The term kudin hatsi underlines the secular nailre of the grain tithe and

explains the criticisms by the Fodios and other Muslim scholafs about the situa-

tion of Islam and the desirability of the establishment of a "genuine Islamic

order" which would be free from the embzzlement and exploitation of the tax

collectors - if assumed that similar conditions prevailed in the other Hausa ciry-

states:

The jakadu ['tax collectors'J znd masu unguwa ['village chiefs'] who were charged

with the assessmenl and collection of thezakka moved from one house to the other or

from one farm to anolher! every agriculrural season, asking ezch mai Sida (head of
household) as to what he had set aside for zakka. ln most cases the figures given out by

the masu gidaje were increased by the tax collectors and this often led to Protracred
haggling and pleading by the masn gidaie rtntil a reduction in the collectors' figures

werc effected.)o

53 Mahadi 1982: 315, 435. According to Mahadi, already during the reign of Sarki (Hausa:

'King' or 'Ruler') Kumbari (reg. 174!53), there were at least one hundred persons who had

^ 
sarauta ('office' or'title'). He furrher underlines in an other article ¡ha¡ âlthough Paymen¡s

of taxes and tribute were also made in slaves and livestock, grain constituted the most

important source of income of the Kano state (Mahadi 1983-34: 8-9)'
54 Mahadi t9E2: 316-318. The land tax also developed into a form ofcontrol of land - those

who failed to pay their land tax were deprived of their land and were forced to move away.

This praxis was conrinued during the 19ú century. The amount of payment of the land tâx

was ried to the agdcuhurâl activity of the talakawa -those who were heavily involved paid a

higher râte than those for whom agriculture was a secondary occuPation.
55 Mahadi 1982:320.
5ó Mahadi 1982:320.
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Not surprisingly, the jakadu (sg. jaløda) would usually fix the number of
bundles to be given for zakka according to thei¡ will and to the disadvanrage of
the farmers. Furthermore, Mahadi claims that not even half of the zakka reached
the state treasury, and as an "excuse" for withholding a "fair" proportion of the
zakka by the jakadu and other state officials, kudín sarauta was paid to the
ruler.57 The consequence was that there was much less zakka-gratnavailable for
social welfa¡e purposes than theoretically possible. The talakawa tried to under-
represent the amount of their harvest, the tax collectors took their..fai¡" sha¡e and
bribed their superiors. It is, therefore, questionable whether the n¡ler had any op-
pormnity of conuolling and supervising the collection and dist¡ibution of zakka-
grain.

The critique of the state of affairs in lSth-century Hausaland, including
Kano, was to a large extent a rejection of the "non-Islamic" way taxation was
handled. Those who criticised the rulers belonged to the malaman kirgi or those
Muslim schola¡s who championed the cause of the talakøwa, whereas the actions
of the rulers were defended and legitimised by the malamanfada.Especially after
the imposition of jizya on Muslims (i.e., the maraman kirgi) n Kano, any attempt
to verbalise the dissent of the Muslims would be hailed and supported by the
malaman kirgi.rt is not surprising therefore, that when usman dan Fodio raised
his jihõd against the ruler of Gobi¡, othe¡ dissatisfied Muslim schola¡s throughout
Hausaland followed his movement.ss T'tre ourcome of the jihùt was the establish-
ment of the Sokoto caliphate and a serious attempt to establish a "genuine Islam-
ic order".

An Outline of Taxation in the Sokoto Caliphate

The political unit called the Sokoto Caliphate was established as the outcome of a
militant Islamic reform movement at the beginning of the lgth century. Its core
regions - or emirates - comprised the former Hausa city-states, such as Kano,
Katsina md 7-aria, plus the zamfara, Gwandu[(ebbi and Sokoto regions. In
addition, caliphate domination was established over a range of communities,
stretching from the river Niger in the west to Adamawa in the east and Ilorin in
the south. As a result, the sokoto caliphate emerged as a confederation compris-
ing some 30 emirates and sub-emirates in today's no¡them Nigeria and northem
cameroun. The religious-cum-politicai head of this confederation was the a¡nä
al'mu'minln or sarkin muslimin, resident in sokoto and wumo. By its essence,

Mahadi 1982:321.

Mahadi 1982:335-338.

57

58
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the Sokoto Caliphate was an Islamic state: the realisation of an Islamic order was

the aim of the "community of believers" - in fact, the ummø was the state.

Taxes were levied according to Islamic principles in the various emi¡ates of
the Sokoto Caliphate. Thus, every Muslim had to pay zalcãt (zakka),sg kharai

(kudín kasa),û whereas non-Muslim subjects paud kharãi and iizya and subju-

gated non-Muslim communities delivered annual tribute.6l Apart from the agri-

culfural and paStoral taxes, trade and craft were taxed. There existed a range of
various taxes on craft prOducts and artisans that va¡ied from emirate to emirate,

called kudin sana'a. Traders had to pay tolls and market dues.

The amount and incidence of occupational taxes varied from emirate to

emirate. An example of the variety of such tÐ(es \l/as provided by A. C. G'

Hastings in his assessment of Hadejia in 1910. He listed the following occuPa-

tional taxes: kudin karofi, a tax of 1,000 cowries (C) per dye pit; kudin salca, atax
of 700 C paid by every weaver; kudin kira, a duty upon every blacksmith to

deliver a certâin number of hoes; kudin busa, a tax of 3,000 C on trumPeters and

drummers; kudin yam mata, 
^ 

marriage fee of 1,000 C from the girl and 1,000 C

from the man; kudin mahauta, a specific portion of each killed animal; kudin

auna,a fee of20 C from each weigher; kudin mada,a fee of 100 C on each sale

of salt. In addition, each hunter had to pay 500 C whereas builders, hairdressers

and potters paid 1,000 C annually.62 In Katsina, these taxes were known as al-adu

and were levied upon weavers, dyers, medicine-makers, tanners, butchers, salt-

59 A good, but rather problematic, explanation of the term was presented in an early British
investigation:

Zakkah, the tithe of com paid by each farmer. The word is sometimes applied to pay-

ments of livestock and farm produces generally, but is usually restricted to Guinea corn and

Millet. (NNAK Sokprof 22 l5l/1904, Notes on Tribute in Sokoto hovince [Burdon], Para
20.).

60 Kudin kasa or the tax on the farm was already levied during the Habe (pre-FulBe) period.

However, in some parts of Katsin4 this tax was called tausa. The meaning of tausa was,
according to H. R. Palmer,

"tausa is simply ta amsa contracted. Ta amsa means what is 'taken' by the Chief. There is

a distinction in the native mind between "taking" and "stealing". Thus ta amsa meåns money

taken from the talakawa by the chief having no sanction by custom" (NNAK SNP l5/l Acc
369, Land Tenure in the Hausa States, 1907 [Pal¡ner]).

ól See Garba 1986 for an excellent outline of the system of taxâtion in lgth-century Hausaland.

Garba is, however, not dealing with the situation in the peripheral regions of the Sokolo
Caliphate, such as the southern, eastem and southeastem regions, such as Kontagora, Nupe,

llorin, Bauchi, Hadejia, Katagum, Misau, Gombe, Muri and Adamawa.
62 Repon enclosed in NNAK SNP l0/5 l8lp/1917, Kano Province, Hadeija Town Assessment

Report l9l 6 [Middleton], paras 4445.
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cutters, cloth-sellers, blacksmiths, cow and hone brokers, bush products and bori
dancers.63

other income of the rulers were khums, death duties, ætd htdin sarauta,
which was paid by the receiver of a title or office in the emirate. Last but not
least, so-called "greetings", gaisuv'a, formed an irregular but rema¡kable part of
the income of the emirates.fl

The particular condition or zalút in the caliphate was confusing. Although
the Hausa term zakka is to be translated as zalcãt, this tax in reality corresponded
fo <ushr. The taxes, called jangali ('cattle tax'), kudin shuka ('tithe upon field
crops other than grain') md kudin rafi ('tax upon irrigated crops,, such as cas-
sawa, sugarcane, sweet potatoes, yams and groundnuts¡,65 did fall within the rules
of zalør,ffi as did the quantities of tax appraised.ó7 However, jangali was called
jizya if levied on cattle belonging to non-Muslim pastoralists.ff In fact, jangali
was a Habe tax which had been abolished by the FulBe emi¡s but had later been
reintroduced and reformulated and given an Islamic label to it. Thus, it more or
less followed zakõt-rules for livestock. It was considered to be the equivalent to
zakka on crops and consisted ofayeady payment ofone out ofevery ten cattle.
However, the rights to jangali were vested in the "big man" from whose stock the
herd of canle originated and it was not paid to the lord of the district in which

63 NNAK sNP 17 K2o76 History of Katsina, Peebles: Sysrem of raxation in force during
Fulani rule [908], I l.

Ø During ùe early years of British rute, lhere was a sharp debate betwe€n Lugard and some of
his Residents about the impact and importance of gaisuwa. Lugard's main opponent, John
Alder Burdon, who was Resident in Sokoto, stated that gdrsnwa, 'salutation', was a volunta-
ry gift, not a tâx or tribure per se. No native could go ro pay homage to his chief wiú empty
hands. The present thar he took with him, or sent, if he did not go in person, was the
gaisuwa. Refusal, or the offer of an obviously inadequate present would be regarded as an
insult (NNAK sokprof 2n ßul90/', Notes on Tribute in sokoto hovince [Burdon], para
2126).

ó5 In Dambam Emirate, there was also a tax calld kudin tamma, which.according to British
investigations "... was a kind of zakka" levied on smelrers and mining rights (NNAK sNp
loll 743p11913, Kano Province. Katagum Division. Dambam Emirate Re-Assessmenr
Report l9l3 [Monsell], para l9).

6ó There is an interesting note by C. L. Temple concerning the collection of zakka in one town
called Ekofuji in sokoro hovince. According to Temple's informan! rhe people had "from
time immemorial" paid the foltowing zakka; on cotton and groundnuts 20 per cenr of rhe
crop, on dankali ('swex potatoes'), rago ('cassawa'), beans, rice and sorghum ten per-cent
of the crops. Further, Templc considerod this kind of taxation not !o be exceprional (NNAK
SI'IP 7/9 383/1908, Sokoto hovince. Half Year Report June 1908 [Temple], para ll5).
Following the usual argumentation by academic scholars in the field, zakka wolld have been
paid only on sorghum, whe¡eas lhe other crops would be located undcr /r. rafi or k. shuka.

61 Ruxton 1916:41; Gowers 1921. However, according to some Nigerian historians such as N.
I. Dantiye, otúy zaklca should be rcgarded as a Qutãnic tax, whereas kudin shuka and kadin
raf should not (Dantiye 1989: 85).

68 Garba 1986: l2l
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they grazed. For example, cattle which originated from Kano and Karoje paid

jangali to Kano and Karoje although it may have been many years since the herds

had left those territories.@ On the other hand, although the normal percentage of
jangali was ten per cent, early British investigations underlined that the real value

of the payment was not nearly as high due to the fact that the tax was paid in bulls

and did not take any account of the greater value of cows.?o

Confusion also seems to exist about the kudin rafi and. kudin shuka. Accord-

ing to Smith, kudin shuka was introduced during the l9th century in Kano

Emirate. ln pte-jihad times, cassawa, sweet potatoes, cotton, groundnuts and

indigo were not liable to taxes.Tl Howevel, according to Matradi, kudin shulca was

already collected during the 18th century.72 Fu¡ther conñ¡sion about the kudin rafi
is provided by the statement of Bovill, whose assessment of Mahuta Sub-District

in Kano Emirate revealed that the special crops had not been taxed "so far",
including beans, swert potatoes, crìssaw4 groundnuts, rice, onions, indigo, sugar-

cane, cotton and wheat.73 However, Bovill's statement could also reflect the con-

sequences of Resident Temple's agricultural policy in Kano. About 1911, Temple

had abolished the collection of kudin raft as an aúempt to boost the production of
special crops in a way to create a famine reserve.T4

There was no uniform rate of taxation throughout the Caliphate. Taxes were

paid in lrtnd (zak*a), in money (kudin kasa) or both. For example, the rates of
kudin rafi va¡ied from 1,000 C to 2,600 C per annum at the end of the 19th

century in Kano Emi¡ate. InZanaEmirate, the rate of taxation varied from 2,000

C for tobacco to 8,000 C for sugarcane. These taxes were collected by the sarkin

rafi, the official in charge of the special crops. In Za¡ia emirate, the office of the

sarkin rafi was a rather nerry one, being established during the reign of Emir Yero
(c. 1888-97). Another well-known office that was in charge of the collection of
the taxes on special crops \lras the magajin rogo, who collected the tax on

cassawa.T5 In general, the most important source of revenue for the central

69 NNAK Sokprof 3t27 S.2gOg Sokoto hovince. Monthty Report April 1904 [HillaryJ, para
36.

70 NNAK Sokprof 3E S.2gf9 Sokoto Province. Annual Report 1904 [Burdon], para21 and
Burdon's comments to Lugard.

7l smith 1997:65.
72 Mahadirgl2:3zl.
73 NNAK sNP l0/l E04p/1913, Kano Province Mahura Sub-Disrrict Assessmenr Report

[Bovill], para 35.
74 Kanoprof l?08 Vol I, Revenue Survey - Kano Emirate, para 51.
75 Garba 1986: lO7-108. Garba doubts the late date of the establishment of the office of the

sarkin raf in 7-aria- However, it could be argued that the office was introduced by the emir
as an afiempt to extend the fiscal basis of the state.
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treasuries in the emirates was the income of kudin køsa.76 There was, however, a

marked distinction between the a¡ea of Sokoto and Gwandu and the rest of the

Caliphate: The (Mustim) inhabitants of these rwo regions were exempted from
payrng kharaf1 and no taxes other th an zakka md jangali were levied, apart ftom
some [?] exceptions, such as in Moriki District, where zaklca as well as a nominal
kudin kasa of 1,000 cowries was levied.78 This situation could reflecr a division
of land within the Caliphate, Sokoto and Gwandu being in ,ushr-land, with the

rest defîned as kharãlland according to classical Islamic jurisprudence.Tg This is
reflected by the information given in Palmer's 1907 note on land tenure in the
Hausa states:

The land on the analogy of the Moslem state belonged according to (the Fulani) to lhe
"Muslimi" or "Fulanis" in othe¡ words - since the Fulanis had a monopoly of rcligion.
Hence Sokoto itself on the analogy of the Arab towns paid no taxes - and in Kano,
Katsina and the resr all the tâxes were paid by the Habes. To a very large extent this is
rhe case s¡ill for it is generally true that no ¡axes are collected from Fulani however rich
- except of course Noäa¿s.8Ó

However, in some cases the attempts to increase taxation or introduce new
taxes in the Sokoto region failed or were abofed. Caliph Aliyu Babba (c. 1842-
59) failed in inuoducing a special tax on aÍisans in Sokoto due to the protesr of
the local 'ulamâ'-ï1 Further, Aliyu was accused of having failed to distribute state

revenue, such as zakõt, dae to lack of resources.E2 According to Burdon, it was

76 Garba 1986: 16l.
n NNAK Sokprof Ztl l2gl1g}3, Sokoto hovince. Monthly Report July-part of September

1903 [Burdon], para 108. Interestingly, Burdon equated kudin kasa wirhjizya, which was
not the case. Thus, in his 1904 notes on tribute in Sokoto Province,.¡i'zya should be replaced
wtth khanûj:

"As far as I can gather, the kurdin kasa, ribute or land lax, is essentially an appearance of
Mohammedan conquest. I believe ¡hat it is the Jizyah of Islam and did no¡ exist in Hausa in
pre-Fulani days ... The word Jizyah means a capitation tax and I am ratber perplexed as to
how it comes to be translated into Hausa as "Kurdin kasa" or "[and Money" ... The "kurdin
kasa" is now universally (as far my experience goes) looked on as the Jizyah or as the
Tribute from conquered to conquerors ..." (NNAK Sokprof 212 l51ll9Û4, Notes on Tribute
in Sokoto P¡ovince [Burdon], paras 9, I l).

78 NNAK Sokprof 2&llgl3, Sokoto Province. Moriki District Assessment Report 1913
IBackwell], para 26.

79 Hisken 1994: 143; Garba 1986:46:,Jumare 1998: 84. According to Burdon, the collection of
kudin køsa in Nupe, Bauchi, 7-a¡ia aod Kano was justified in the eyes of the FulBe rulers
because they wcre conquered areas. Again, the main parts of the Sokoro and Gwandu dis-
tricts were inhabited by the conquerors thcmselves, who were liable only to military service
and the pâyment of zakõt (NNAK Sokprof 212 l5Ul9O4, Nores on Tribute in Sokoto
hovince lBurdon], para 12-14).

80 NNAK SNP l5ll Acc 369, Land Tenu¡e in the Hausa Srates, 1907 [Palmer].
El Lasr l9ó7: 104.
82 Garba 1986: E9.
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Caliph Umaru (c. 1881-91) who tried to institute the payment of kudin t¿sa in the

Sokoto district, but was accused by his people of an offence against religion and

was obliged to abandon it after one collection,S3 whereas according to Hogben

and Kirk-Greene, Umaru tried to impose an illegal capitation tax of 1,250 C.e
There is also the possibility that these attempts were different cases. One reason

for Uma¡u's attempt to levy additional taxes might have been that the Sokoto

region was hit during his reign by two "bad" famines and an outbreak of rinder-

p€st. This animal disease was known to have killed a substantial number of the

canle in the Sokoto region and perhaps Uma¡u ried to shift the emphasis of taxa-

tion onto agricultural production.Ss

To meet his expenditures, the Caliph in Sokoto received tribute from every

emirate, called SaÈolo gandu or kharàj, as a sign of thei¡ submission to the

Caliphate.Só According to Burdon's investigations, Sokoto and Gwandu received

two kinds of annual payments, the gandu tudu and the so-called "slave tribute":

It is a fundamental erro¡ to sp€ak or think of these payments as tribut€ - Mohammedan

Emirs and descendants of men sent out by the Emir El Muminin to establish ùe Jihad

and conven the dist¿nt states, could nor by any possibility be called to pay tribute or
even land tax. (It was a) compulsory payment in so far as its non-payment would have

meant and been interpreted as a sign of ¡ebellion and would have been treated

accordingly (but it wasf votunøry as regards its amount.8?

On the "slave tribute", Burdon noted that

Very closely conne¡ted with this "Sub-Emiral" gaisua [i.e., Gandu tudu] was the pay-
ment of "gandu", the so-called "slave tribute". The word "gandu" was very frequently
used to cover the whole paymenr made by a Emir to the Sar. Musl. Even in the native
mind there seems to be much confusion in ¡he matter. [...] It seems to me that lhe
gandu is absolurely distinct from the gaisua in lhat it was a cerrain dehnite sh¡¡e of the
revenue of the Emir concemed. It was therefore a temporal pâyment, for which "rib-
ule" or al åny rate "share of t¡ibute" is not entirely a misnomer. (The) exception (was)

lhose Emirates who wage no wars against pagans or have pagan/dhimmi groups within
their borders who accept Muslim over-rule and pay jizyah. These Emirates pay insleâd
a share of their kurdin kasa to Sokoto/Gando. (Thus,) slave tribu¡e/share of kurdin kasa
were the remporal or state recognition of suzeranity complementary to the penonal and
spiritual homage expressed by the gaisua.88

NNAK Sokprof 2P lílll90ú, Notes on Tribuæ in Sokoto Province [Burdon], para 58.

Hogben & Kirk-Greene 196É:407.

Arnett 1920b:34; \lVeiss l99Eb: 180.

Last 1967: 105; Garba 1986: 154-158; Jumare 1998:84.

NNAK Sokprof 2n ßVß0É, Notes on Tribute in Sokoto Province [Burdon], paras 28-29,
33-36.

NNAK Sokprof 2f2 lslllgß, Notes on Tribute in Sokoto Province [Burdon], paras 40-41,
4/i 15.
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From the ldeal to the Reality: Modifications during the 19th Century

It seems as if the fiscal system that had been outlined by the sokoto schola¡s and
had been introduced by the fi¡st FulBe emirs in their various emirates lasted for
only a relatively shon time.89 In Kano Emirate, for example, the only taxes that
were levied under Emir Suleimanu (c. 1807/08-19) were kudin gida md zakka.
Kudin gida was levied at a rate of 500 C per household as a tax on farms, i.e. as a

form of kharãj, but only rural Hausa had to pay.90 However, already during the
reigrr of the second emt of Kano, Ibrahim Dabo (c. 181946), the levy of lañin
gida was increased to 1,000 C per household.9l Further changes in taxation as

well as new levies were introduced during the reign of the third emir, Usuman (c.

1846-55), perhaps as a consequence of the fi¡sr major famine that had hit Kano
after the jihõd in 1847. Af this point the land or farm tax, kudin gona, akeady
amounted to 2,500 C.92 However, the increase of taxaúon in Kano led to severe
criticism among several Hausa malams and to the rebellion of Malam Hamza
during 1848 followed by his and his followers emigration to the Ningi moun-
hins.93 Further changes in taxation followed under the reign of Emir Abdullatri
(c. 1855-82): the land tax of the Hausa rural population was decreased to 2,000 C
while each sedentary FulBe householder had to pay 500 C as land tax.9a The tax
policy of the emirs of Kano was not changed until the reign of Muhammad Bello
(c. 1882-94): n¡ral as well as urban Hausa had to pay 4,0004,500 C as land rax,
whereas sedentary FulBe paid 1,000-1,500 C. In addition, some of the taxes on
special crops were raised.9s

After the mid-1850s, if not ea¡lier, almost all emirates were forced either to
introduce new (so-called non-Qur'ãnic) taxes or to increase the tax levies. The
only exception was zakka, although at lea$ the emir of 7-ana, Mamman Sani (c.

1846-53), was said to have tried to innoduce a "secularisation" of this religious

89 Jdingo 1982-85:73; Hiskett 1984; 183.
90 Smirh 1997: 216-217. According ro Smith, the residenrs of Kano ciry were exempr from

kudin gida. The cattle of ùe FulBe were not taxed at the beginning of Suleimanu's reign,
although this seemed to have changed later when he nominated a sarkin ¡l¡¿¡¡ and a¡ least
rwo sarkinfilani whose responsibility, among othe¡s, w¿ìs the collection of the jangali.

9l smith 1997:242.
92 Smith 1997:25?. According to Smith, kudin gona was introduced by Ibrahim Dabo

sometimes after 1824. According to Smith's informants (?), Usuman was "credited" for
having introduced kadin shuka. yet this piece of information is contes¡ed by the information
provided by Mahadi.

93 Smirh 1997: 251255.
94 smi¡h 1997:288.
95 smirh 1997:3oB-312.
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tÐ( too, or, at any rate, made no distinction between private and public rncome.

According to M. G. Smith, therefore,

... it seems clear that during the period covered by Sani's rcign in Za¡ia, and by Aliyu
Babba's sultanate in Sokoto, the Fulani empire lost some of its^e-arly religious
dedication and began to be regarded as a source of revenue for its rulers.9o

One consequence of the introduction of new taxes as well as the increase of
the rate of taxation was that income from zalcka started to become less important

for the public treasury. As the rate of zaleka colld not be increased and more as

well as heavier secular til[es were levied, it ca¡l be argued that income from zakka

decreased in importance for the state, especially as the secular tâxes provided the

state with more room to manoeuvre within the spheres of its own interests,

namely the military forces as well as the provision of funds for the administration

and nobility. Another consequence of the change in the system of taxation was

that the tax burden of the commoners lvas increased as the secular taxes could be

freely changed and were not fixed by Islamic law.97 In addition, by the end of the

l9th cennrry, some of the ruler's agents for tax evaluation Çakadu) were said to

have started to spy on people and tried break into the compounds. These attempts

were certainly against ttre ideals of the Fodio triumvirate as well as the ruling of
Islamic law, which inevitably led to fierce criticism from the Muslim schola¡s.

Thus Garba's conclusion reveals some of the problems of the Sokoto Caliphate

and especially of those who were meant to control the fiscal systeml

.-. they failed ¡o realise their ideals in every respect because ofthe inadequacy ofthe
meâns ât their disposal. Little wonder thercfore that they were compelled to fall back
on the old tslamic principl e oî 'urf - local usage.98

ln fact, the relaxation of Islamic principles emerged as a general trend in all
of the emirates during the 19th century and had already started a few decades

after the imposition of the Islamic order at the beginning of the 19th century. For
example, Ibrahim Dabo, the second emi¡ of Kano, was known to have reintro-

96 Smith 1960: 158. Mamman Sani trie.d, for example, ro collecr the kudin,t¿sa from the
descendants of former emirs whose royal status had involved perpetual exemplion from
payment of taxes. This innovation, however, provoked hostility and seems to have been
abandoned soon after i¡s introduction.

97 Therefore, I do not agree with Garba's criticism of M. G. Smirh on the change of the system
of taxation and especially the increase of the tax burden. If Islamic/Qur,ãnic taxation were
applied in Zaria emirate at the beginning of FulBe rule, then the tax burden must have been
lighter at the beginning of the l9th century than after the tax reforms during the second half
of the same century and especially after the reforms in the 1890s.

98 Garba l9Eó:57.
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duced and revived pre-Fulani (Habe) political institutions, cusroms and titles in
the governmental and administrative outline of Kano Emi¡ate.$

One reason for the increase of the tax levies was that both the caliph and the
va¡ious emirs needed larger income to meet their public (and private) expenditure,

especially on the army.lm In some emirates, such as Katsinq Daura and Kazaure,

the burden oftaxation was said to have decreased at the beginning ofFulBe rule,
but due to increasing demands from the caliph (SoÈoto gaisuwa) and the waziri
(Hausa, derived ftomwazlr), the situation became increasingly strained. ImZana
Emirate, for example, the demands of the waziri of Sokoto to receive a special
tribute in addition to the gandu of slaves, mats, cloth and locust-beans annually
sent to Sokoto, were introduced during the reign of Emi¡ Abdulka¡im (c. l83zl-
46). The annual tribute to the wazirin Sokoto was known as banibani or 'give me,
give me' and was paid in grain. Further, during the reign of Emir Abdulka¡im, the

caliph of Sokoto innoduced kudin sarauta tn Zana. The substitu¡ion of kudin
galma was int¡oduced during the reign of Emir Mamman Sani. In addition, during
his reign some occupational groups sta¡ted to be taxed, such as caravan-drivers,
canoeists, drummers, butchers, dyers, and smiths.l0l However, the caliph in
Sokoto could not impose new taxes as he was bound by the Islamic order and his
role of being the guardian of this order. As â consequence, the emirates had to
provide the caliph with the required money and materials, which in rum added to
the fiscal burden of the emirates and the taxpayers.l@ Some regions, such as

Katsina Emi¡ate, seem to have been especially ha¡d hit by the increased tax
burden. At the beginning of the 20th cennlry, the British Resident in Katsina
reported that there existed only a very small class of wealthy talakawa and big
traders in the emirate, whereas Katsina had been one of the more prosperous
regions of Hausaland until FulBe -¡".103 It seems as if the collection of and the

refusal to pay taxes started to become a problem in some emirates during the

latter hâlf of the l9th century, although rhe sou¡ces are rarher limited. At leasr in

99 Said1983: l18; Smi¡h 1997:22í-Z2T.AccordingtolmamUmoru,¡hereintroducrionof
Habe customs included that those who entered the emir's audience had to kneel down and to
greet him as had been done in the time of the Habe and had to sit on the earth. These
changes were criticised by some Muslim scholars, among others, one Dabon Dambazau,
who accused the emir of having changed the kingship "... as if it belonged now to pagans."
See furrher Pilaszewicz 2000: l4Ll42.

lffi Tib"nd"r.na l98E: 29. This is also one of the main argumenrs of Smith 1997.
l0l Smirh 1960: lS4,lill: Hogben & Kirk-Greene 1966:223.
lo2 Garba 1986:90.
103 NNAK Katprof 1289, Taxation in Katsina [Palmer 1908]. Usually, however, lhe decl¡ne of

Kaeina is explained as have been due to the negative impact of an ongoing condition of war
between Katsina and its norlhem neighbour Maradi combined with the positive commercial
a¡lractions of the Bimin Kano area. See further Adamu 1979: 65-ó9: Usman l98l: 209-210:
Weiss 1995: 142-152.
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Za¡iaEmtrate, yan bindiga or musketeers, i.e. the special slave troops that were

organised after the second half of the lgth century,lø accompanied the tax

collecto¡s at the end of the l9th century, thus enforcing the payment of taxes and

depriving the population of any oppornmity to protest.tos In Katsina Emi¡ate, the

people of the Da¡a region rebelled at the end of the century. They refused to pay

taxes to the local hakimai but were only crushed by emirate troops sent in by
Emir Abubaka¡ (c. I 888-1 904). 106

The second reason for the increase oftax levies, which also contributed to
the first one, \r/Írs the beginning of the period of inflation of the cowry shell, the

major currency in the Caliphate.lØ Between 1850 and 1890, the cowry (C) was

devalued by 50 per cent compared to the silver dolla¡ (D); in 1851, 2,500 C were

equivalent to 1 D; in 1885 the exchange rate u/as 5,000 C to I D.108 An extreme

example occurred in Kano Emirate wherc kudín lcasawas increased from 2,500 C

to 4,000 C by the end of the lgth century.l$ lnZarra Emi¡ate, the kudin galma
('hoe tax', comparable to the kharaj but measured per hoe and not per acre as

elsewhere) was increased from 500 C to 4-7,000 g.ll0 ¡r Katagum Emirate,

kudin shuka had been introduced during the reign of Emir Moma Haji (c. 1868-
96),lll whereas kudin rafi began to be collected in Za¡ia Emirate during the reigrr

of Emir Yero (c. 1888-9?).112 \\e jøngali was increased in both Kano (f¡om

2,500 C to 5,000 C) and Katsina Emirate (from 500 C to 5,000 C) as a con-
sequence of the devasøting rinderpest p¡r¡tzootic that swept over the Sudan savan-

nah in 1890/91. However, as jangali was levied in kind, the rise of the jangali
rather reflects the rise of the value of cattle afte¡ the rinderpest. I 13

This short outline about the modification of the tax system in some of the

emirates of the Sokoto Caliphate reveals that the tax burden of the population

lß On the change of rhe armed forced in the emirates, see Marjomaa 1998.
lo5 smirh 1960: l9o.
16 Urrn* l98l:215.
lfr S"" further Johnson 1970. Smith (1997:312) provides an excellent overview of the inflation

of the cowry cunency in Kano, and concludes that "... together these data suggest that
absolute increases in the state's cash rcvenues since l85l hardly kept pace with the progres-
sive decline in the purchasing power ofcowries."

108 Garba 1986:90-91; see alsoJohnson 1970.
l@ Hill 1977: 50. At rhe end of rhe lgth century, the land r¿x varied in Kano from 2,000 ro

10,000 C per field. However, on the other hand, taxes on conon cultivarion as wetl as
spinning and weaving were abolished in Kano Emirate during the reign of Emir AMullahi to
promote the growth and expansion of the textile industry (Shea 1975: 43, lO2).

¡10 turìen 1920a: l6;Smith l9fl: 157; Ga¡ba 1986: 105-106.
lll Fremantle 1911-12:70.
l12 s-irh 196o: l9o.
ll3 Weiss 1997 134; Weiss 1998b. lnZana Emirate, which was not an important canle

breeding area, the jangali was abolished after the rinderpest.
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must have increased during the course of the 19th century. It can be argued that
due to the enlargement of the basis of taxation, the coffers of the emirates \ryere

able to match the loss in income due to the devaluation of the value of the cowry
shell against the dolla¡ and thus meet the requirements of the expenses of the
state. On the other hand, the diminishing value of the wealth of the commoners as

expressed in the rising tax rate - but perhaps also in the rising cost of living due

to the inflation of the cowry currency (a maner that will not be dealt further with
in this study), seemed to have led to a rising hostility of the commoners towa¡ds
the tax collectors and the demands of the state.tta This hostility led the state to
increase control of the collection of taxes, not least by the provision of armed
escorts for the tax collectors. The oppressive nature ofthe tax collection tours, but
also the control of the military by the state, prevented outright tax revolts but not
an increasing critique by Muslim scholars of the side-stepping of the Islamic
order. However, with the breakdown of emirate rule after the British colonial
conquest at the beginning of the 20th cennrry, the commoners began to air their
negative feelings towa¡ds the ruling class. Perhaps one of the most revealing testi-
monies of the oppressive system was the statement of some talakawa in Kano
Emirate: "No more taxes, no more slaves, no more laws and each to do as he

Pleases."ll5
Yet - was the critique of the pre-colonial tær burden a general one? Not so

according to Murray ¡*1.116 According to British inquiries in Kano Province, the
pre-colonial tax bu¡den was not perceived as too harshl

Judged from the personal reminiscences of the older farmers the system seems to have
been generally acceptable and to have caused little hardship to the average
t*p"y"r.l 17

ll4 Ho*"u"r, according to Murray Last, the t¡x burden was not too €xüeme and was not a

burden on the shoulden ofthe commoners. See further Last 1989: 579-580.
ll5 Watts 1983a: 363. According to Watts, the slogan was coltected during the 1908 famine in

Kano province. However, the slogan does not refer to the British - as Watts and Garba
assume - bu¡ to the pre-colonial situation. The critique was not the culmination of people 's

responses to the British pledge to change the fiscal organisation in Northern Nigeria - the
colonial tax reforms were inaugurated only in 1904 and the critique was noted by British
colonial officers already in 1903, as is evident in the 1903 Annual Report for Northem
Nigeria: "A¡ first there was considerable lawlessness in the country disnicts [of Kanol; the
Fulani faction were driven out, and the people refused to pay taxes, while the slaves of the
Ful¡ni deserted them in large numben (Northem Nigeria, Annual Repof 1903, para 3)." In
fact, úe slogan was already cited in the 1903 Annual Report itself, see PRO, CO 4/,6140,
Annual Report 1903, page 2: "No more taxes, no more slaves, no laws, and each 1o do as he
pleases."

l16 see foornote l14.
I l7 Gaxba 1896: 195, quoting from D. F. H MacBride's Assessment Reporr of Dawaki Ta Kudu

District in Kano Emirate (1937).
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On the other hand, according to M. G. Smith, the tax burden nZañaEmirate
was very heavy during the rule of the last two emirs, Mamman Yero and

Kwassau,llS and Lugard's headquarters received information during 1902 that
Emir Aliyu of Kano (c. 1895-1903) had reduced taxes to one-sixth in an attempt
to gain popularity - fact o¡ fiction?ll9 Thus, one could argue that the dissent was

perhaps more widespread than is believed, although due to the lack of local
sources, the extent will never be known.

However, was the pre-colonial order also criticised for mismanagement of
zakãt? This was not the case, according to Garba. The collection of all other
sources of revenue caused problems for the commoners. Among others, most
people seemed to have lacked the amount of money they were supposed to pay in
taxes, therefore collection of taxes dragged over a long period of time. Further,
Garba argues that the "piece-meal" collection of taxes enabled the tax officials to
exploit the tax payers, not least the farmers. In addition, due to the lack of a
centralised system of accounting, the tax collectors were able to embezzle part of
the collected taxes and as a result usually only a small portion of the original
assessment reached the central administration. However, the collection of zakka is
not believed to have faced such problems as it was assessed and paid in kind
(instead of cash ¿rs were the other taxes) and part of it was redistributed in the
vicinity of collection, whereas the remaining part was stored in the locality of co[-
lection. Thus, Garba concludes that zakka resulted in a kind of "forced savings"
which was introduced by the state through the implementation of the Islamic
order, i.e. by depositing a part of the collected zaklea-gran which - in theory at

least - would be handed out to those in need during a shortage o¡ ¡oo¿.120

However, it can be argued that the forced savings of grain \r,as not appealing in
the eyes of a farmer: Why store grain after a good harvest in a communal granary
and hand it out for free or as an interest-free rent in times of distress when he
could sell grain at famine prices in the ma¡ket during a dearth?

To Pay or to be Exempt?

Although in theory every Muslim had to pay taxes, tlere were some major
exceptions. Many of the masu sarauta, the office and title holding upper class in
the va¡ious emirates, paid much less tax than the ordinary talakawa, the free
cornmoners. According to Lovejoy and Hogendom,

ll8
l19

Smith 1960.

PRO CO 446126,Conf.2674,Explariations for expedition against Kano, Lugard to Colonial
Offtce,12.12.19V2.

l2o Garbâ 1986: 172-173, 175.
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... no membcr of the aristocracy or the slaves who held official positions paió kurdin
kassa, kurdin shuka, o¡ kurdin raft. Plantations and farms on state lands that we¡e
atøched to official office, as well as the private estates of the aristocracy, were exempt.
In addition many commoners, especially merchants, craflsmen, and livestock herders
with holdings in land were wholly or partially cxempr as ss¡.121

It unclear, however, whether members of the masu sarauta also were exempt
from paying zakka.In a note on taxation in Za¡ia Emirate, J. lffithers Gill explain-
ed that chiefs and their entourage were by custom exempt from taxation, but it is
not clear if he included, zakka in this notion or not.l22 According to the informa-
tion of the Emi¡ of Zaria, the "class ¡¡/ho escape taxation" would have been as

high as one-third of the population in every large town.l23 Perhaps Garba is right
in stating that no one could be exempt from paying zakãt,basinghis argument on
the Islamic principles of zalút:

Unlike o¡her taxes from which the rulers and their clients \ilere exempt tnder hurumi
(exemption), the zalñt was of necessity paid by everybody, including the rulers, whose
e¿ldr must have been considerable, in view oftheir large agricultural estates.l24

Yet, Ga¡ba's statement has one problem - is he referring to zakãt in general,

which would include both zakka and the other agricultural taxes as well as the tax
on livestock, or to zakka in particular? Or, are Invejoy and Hogendorn wrong in
thei¡ notion about that hurumi would have included kudin rafi and kudin shuka? It
might be safe to argue, then, that hurumi would - at least - not include zakka, but
perhaps kudin rafi and kudin shuka, thus resulting in an interesting interpretation
of Islamic law and the confinementof zakãttobe only ataJ( on grain crops!tã

An interesting piece of information is provided about the conditions in
Kaøgum Emirate, which also might reflect the state of affai¡s in the rest of the

Caliphate. One British District Officer asked the Emi¡ about the whether the

I2l Lovejoy & Hogendorn 1993: 168-169.
12 Notu, on the ¡axation and indusrrial organisation of the Hâusa towns of 7-ariaBmirate,J.

riy'ithers Cill, 31.5.1909, para 4, included in NNAK SNP 7 425211909, Taxarion of Emirs
and District Heads, l9ll. On the one hand, Gill seems to refer both to the hoe ¡ax (kudin
galma) plus úe zakka when speaking of a "land rent" (para 4), on the other hand he seems

not to include zakkain the "land taxes" (para 12, footno¡e). It seems, bowever, as if Gill is
referring to some changes in taxation, which occuned during the British period, namely the
anempt to merge zakka withttrc land tax.

123 NNAK SNP 7 425211909, Taxation of Emirs and Disrrict Heads, l9l l, from rhe Resident
Zaria J. Withers Gill to the Secretariat of the Northem Provinces, l9.l.l9l l, para 13.

124 carba 1986 174-175.
lã In fact, Garba himself draws the same conclusion, as he noted thåt "the caliphate za&it

system was limited to agricultural produce" (Garba 1986: 184), although he did not note the

ideological implication of his statement; neither did he realise ùrøt zakãt was not only limited
to agricultural produce but actually only to grain crops.
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embezzlement of zakka-grain had been a problem in pre-British times, but the

Emir denied this:

There seems to have been less coruption and dowûight robbery over the zakka here

[in Katagum, HW] than in Kano: but it is admitted generally that, in many villages
exempt îrom other taxation, the Hakimai alone gave their pcrsonal tirhe to the Chief,
and that they retained the whole of the peasants zakka for rh¿ir retinue to live upon

[emphasises mine, HWl. 12ó

Apart from hurumi, there existed other forms of tax exemptions and

reductions or what Wans terms "fiscâl flexibility". This "fiscal flexibility" could

be applied in cases that involved ordinary farmers. Wæts identifies four ways by
which the tax burden could be lifted or made "lighter". First, there was rongomi,
the "compounding" or "bargaining" between the tax collector and the payer due

to the alleged poverty of the latter. Clearly, rongomi could be applied in the

assessment of the ¿isåa of the zakka. Second, a recently a¡rived tax payer in a
village area could have his taxes reduced; this was called bakonchi. Thi¡d, a
recently established household would pay only half of tudin kasa for the first two
years. Fourttr, poor households would be exempt from civic duties.l2T

The tax exemptions meant that a major part of the income of the state that
was not earma¡ked by Islarnic Law, i.e., he kudin lcasalkharâj, could not be col-
lected. However, it is assumed ttrat by the middle of the l9th century, the major
income of the state was made up of the kudin kasalkiharaj.l2S '6" expansion of
the masu sarauta and their tâx-exempt landholdings during the l9th century has

to be added to the reasons why the emi¡s were eager to increase taxation. Slaves
did not have to pay any tax and thus further increased the number of inhabitants
who did not pay any tåxes. The size of the slave population in the Caliphate is not
known, but it is supposed to have varied between one quarter to almost half the
population in the various emi¡ates.l29 Further, taxes were not levied ot gayemna

farms, which were farms on which slaves were allowed to work for their own
profit, nor did farms given to women pay any tax.ls An investigation in Bakura
District, Sokoto Province, revealed that the produce of kurga,t3r farms cultivated
by youths and women, did not go into the family rumbu, granary, but was set

126 NNAK Kanoprof Clll, Confidential heliminary Report, Karagum Division, 27.12.1908,
para 10.

127 Warts 1979:.t52-153;Wans 1983a: 13Ç137.
128 GaÍba 198ó: 107, l12.
129 Th"r" are, of course, no records on the slave population in the lgrh century. The estimates

are mainly based upon European lravel reports and early 20th century colonial cå¡culations.
See further Warts 1983a; lnvejoy & Hogcndorn 1993.

130 NNAK SNP l5/l Acc 369, Land Tenure in lhe Hausa Srates, 1907 [PalmerJ.
l3f According to Boyd (1989: 105, fn. l5), the small farms were known as toúga.
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apaft ¡rs the peculiar property of the cultivator; thus, it u¡as not taxed. ln the whole

Bakura District, there were almost 12,000 taxpaying cereal farms and 3,120

kurga, of which 1,392 were women's kurga; therefore, some twenty per cent of
the farms did not pay any ta:(es to the state.l32 Also, according to ttre zalcõt-nrles,

poorer members of the society did not have to pay tax - at least no¡ zakãL One

conclusion is that the possible income of zakka/zakat was thus dependent upon

the yeady harvest and, due to the various exemptions, seems to have played a

minor role in the yearly tax income for the stâte. ù the other hand, the ever-

rising demand to cover state expenditure meant that there was an increasing

pressure upon the income from kudin kasalkharaj. In contrast to zakkalzakãt,ihe

state w¿ß not bound by its expendttwe of kudin lcasalk:hørãj.It is also striking that

neither kudin shuka nor kudin rø¡1 seems to have been connected to the instin¡tion

of zakat, i.e., only to be distributed among "the eight categories". Tax exemptions

also meant exemptions fuom kudin kasalkharãj and other taxes, and therefore the

emi¡s and their subordinates seem to have more than once used zakkalzakõt-

income for thet own benefit. This, again, led to a frerce critique of the system by

the local 'ulamõ',133 such as by the anonymous w¡iter of. the Gangar wa'azu, who

stated that droughts are God's punishment for an unjust political system,

symbolised by injustice by the rulers, which included unbea¡able taxes and a

refusal to give and properly administer zakãt. A neglect of the duties of the rulers

meant the suffering of the poorer members of the society, who were the symbolic

senders of the poem.la Other critics denounced the conversion of zakka-gran

into cash or its non-Qur'ãnic use. Village chiefs were often criticised for having

illegally sustained themselves on zakka-grarn Further, the bundles pal.d as zakika

were condemned for not being pfoper ones but "poor" bundles. However, as

Ga¡ba has underlined, it is not known how widespread was the embezzlement of
funds as well as the misuse of zakka-grarn during the 19th century. However, the

misuse of zakka-grain, as well as the criticism against this misuse was a fact,l35 as

was already noted by Burdon in 1904:

l?al<kal is the poor rate or alms. No doubt it is abused. ln many cases it may be

diverred in whoú or in part from its proper object.136

132 NNAK SNP l0/4 484p/1916, Sokoto Province. Bakura Districr Assessment Report l9t6 [F.
de Forcst Daniell, paras 69,83.

133 Iriffe 1987: 45.
ly Gongo, wa'azu. paraphrased in Garba 1986: 179. Similar critiquc was raised by one

Muhammadu Na Birnin Gwari in his work Bi'llahi arümu cherishing contempt for the poor

and protesting against the confiscation of the poor peoples' prop€rty by ruthless courtiers
(Pilaszewicz 1985: 207).

I35 carba 1986: 183.
136 NNAK Sokprof 22 15l/1904, Tribure in Sokoto Province lBurdon], pa¡¡22.
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As during the pre-jihõd period in Hausaland, the major burden of taxation

fell upon the agficultural population,the talakawa. The head of a household, who

was obliged to pay all the taxes of the household, had some opportunities to have

the amount of his tæc reduced, especially if the tax collector recognised the house-

hold as being too poor to pay the whole rate, or if the household was a ne\r,

one.l3? There was also a difference between the amount collected by the tax

collectors and the sum that reached the treasury of the emir.l38 Due to the rules of

zakat, those charged with the collection of zakãt were paid out of the total sum

raised. They included several persons, beginning with the local malams who

assisted with tax collection in the villages,the jakadu and the hakimi:

Each village was assessed. The Jakadas had wonderful good memories, and when you

went to them they would tell you the taxes of many hundred towns down to the

smallest details. They carried all lhese in their heads. They would tell you in a
wonderful way what each village produced. lffhen it came lo the actual collection, if
there was a short harvest or anything special they would strike off a certain amount of
taxes. The Emirs did not mind very much, because lhey got quite as much as they

wanted. In fact, it was a system of big fleas and linle fleas' and it went right.ç ro the

Emir. The amount ¡hat got to him depended on rrre ¡apacirv ãr ttis suøJin"io. I Js

Despite their public role, the royal iakadu acted first and foremost as the

spies of the emir and Protected his interests. However, as Ga¡ba notes, "-..

because they were few - in relation to the territorial chiefs and their agents - the

latter had room for manipulating [emphasise mine, HlV] the proceeds of the

tax."l4o Thus, although there wâs a system of double checks - on the one hand,

the royal jalcadu, on the other, the hakimi- the main problem with the fiscal sys-

tem of the Sokoto Caliphate was its decentralised nature: the tax and fiscal system

was controlled by each of the emirs within his emirate and not the caliph. So far'

no written tax or fiscal records have been found and it seems as if the bureaucracy

and administration of the va¡ious emirates functioned mainly on an oral basis. I
disagtee with Garba and others about their idea of a flexible tax system in the

Sokoto Caliphate which would have enabled some kind of a "state policy" to
"stimulate agricultural production, manufacturing and trade", which is said to

have been realised though the "flexibility" of the iakadu. On the contrary, I
believe, the flexibility was a consequence of the oral nature of the emirate

bureaucracy and administration, not due to a deliberate "state policy".

137 1Y"¡6 1983a: 136-137.
138 ln ,or" places in the Sokoto region, for example, ¡he hakimai could levy zokka on variovs

crops but the amounts collected were not brought to Sokoto or reported at all (NNAK SNP

7 P 3831 lg0S,Sokoto Province. Half Ycar Report June I 90E [Temple], para I 16)'

139 P"l*"r, 1.6.1908, in Minutes of Evidence, Nonhern Nigeria Lands Comminee. Minutes of
Evidence and Appendices, Lnndon 1910, Question 203.

l{ G"'b" 1986: 167.
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The Existence of Islamic Welfare in the Sokoto Caliphate

In theory, zakat was collected and distributed in the Sokoto caliphate and its
emirates according to its ideal. In practice, the picture is more problematic. There
is no doubt that both zakãt and zakat al-fttr were collected. The question is about
the role of the state. It is striking that only ¡J¡'e 'ushr was called zakka. rn Kano,
during the pre-jihad era, there was a tax calTed kudin åarsi, which is said to have
corresponded to zakka or mkõt.l4l However, this tax was levied according to the
rules of kudin kasa.This might seem confusing, but one has to remember the con-
fusion created by the classical jurist who measured kharãj according to the rules
of 'ushr. The reintroduction of Hausa names to describe the various taxes in the
earlier part of the l9th cenûry might have continued the confusion. was zakka,
then, guided by the rules of zakãt or not, and was it part of the public sphere?
Lavtal (1992) has rightly pointed out the mingling of the va¡ious reÍns for this tax
in the sokoto caliphate. what is striking is the absence of discussion by the scho-
la¡s in the caliphate on the va¡ious otheraspects ofzakãt,especially bãtin-goods.

The confusion between kudin kasa, jizya and kharãj, as it was reported by
Burdon, has already been mentione6.l42 1o make things clear, Governor Girouard
stressed in his 1907 memorandum that:

The Kurdin Kassa a¡ Kano is referred to by educated natives as ..Kharaji", and is
presumably therefore the "Kharaji" of the Koran and not the ,.ghyziah,,, 

as s¡ated by
Major Burdon. "Ghyziah" is also known. h is called',Ku¡din gyyza^',, and is levied
from the pagan Habes (known as Maguzawa) instead of Zakka- To make it more clear

a) Mohammadan Habes pay Kurdin Kassa (Kharaji) + Zakka

b) Pagan Habas pay Kurdin Kassa (KharajÐ + ghyziah.l43

However, the confusion seemed to have prevailed - at least among some of
the British Residents. when asked by the Northem Nigerian Lands comminee in
London to specify the difference between jþa and zakka, palmer supposed that
these two taxes had mingled together and were not differentiated by the ruling
class [?],1e7 izya waseven said to have been taken from Muslims:

l4l Mahadi 1982:320; Lawat 1992:320.
142 

See fn. 77 on page l?1.
la3 NNRK sNP 6 16211907, Memorandum on Land Tenure in Nonhern Nigeria 1907

lGirouardl, para?4.
l4 P"lr"r', lestimony is very unclear ar this point as he is referri¡g to "rhem" without specify-

ing to whom he is referring - the tax collectors, the ruling class, the emirs or their subjects,
who paid the laxes.
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They call it Zakka and Jizia, but they did not take much notice in the case of Jizia

whether a man was a heathen or whether he was a Mohammedan.l45

A similar confusion prevailed between the difference between zakka and

?sår. Temple was confronted by the Northem Nigeria Lands Committee and

asked to give a distinction between 'ushr (ushera) and zakka. According to

Temple's testimony, ushera was a kind of death duty, being ten per cent collected

by the judge for the adminisEation of the estates of the deceased person. How-

ever, Temple had no clue about the meaning of the word zakka, and was informed

by other members of the committee that it was the same word as zalcõt. Unfomt-

nately, Temple had nothing fi¡rther to say about zaklcalzakãt other than it was a

"religious tax enjoined by the Koran"-16

Yet, it evidenÍ. thar. zakkalzakat did matter for the British officials during the

early years of colonial rule in Northem Nigeria and had some impact in providing

the funds for a kind of social welfare. It was understood to be a sort of obligatory

"gift for charitable purposes",l4? imposed for religious and benevolent reasons,

namely charity, education, hospitality to travellers and building of mosques as

well as, according to British observation, for purposes of administration.lÆ In a
report on Yola Emirate, the charitable and religious nature of the tithe was under-

lined:

This tithe, called zakka, musl be devoted [...] to charitable purposes, upkcep of the

mosque and entertaining sFangers. Surplus zakka is used to clear poor.people from
debt, and sometimes to assist deserving slaves in purchasing their freedom. lav

What, then, was the nature of the Islamic welfa¡e policy in the Sokoto

Caliphate? According to Michael Wans, the state was able, through the collection

of zakat (zakka), to provide relief during famines; ".-. zakãt certainly constituted

one state function, namely famine relief through urban-based granaries, public

works employment and grain relief."lso Howe',rer, his assumption is problematic.

There a¡e examples of a state-directed policy by the caliphs and the emirs to pro-

mote better social and economic conditions, such as the settlement of pastoralists,

145 H. R. Palmer, 1.6.1908, in Northern Nigeria Lands Commitæe. Minutes of Evidence and

Appendices, london 1910, Questions 201-202.
16 C. L. Temple, 23.6.1908, in Northem Nigeria Lands Committee. Minutes of Evidence and

Appendices, London 1910, Questions 592-599.
14? Orr's notes to a Memorandum on Land Tenure (1907), in Appendix III, Northem Nigeria

Lands Comminee. Minu¡es of Evidence and Appendices, London 1910, page 55, para 8.

148 Lugard, Memo No. 5. Taxa¡ion (1906), in Appendix III, Northern Nigeria t ands Commitæe.

Minutes ofEvidence and Appendices, l,ondon 1910, para 6.

149 NNAK SNP 6 162/190?, Memorandum on Land Tenure in Northern Nigeria, 190?

[Giroua¡d], para26.
l5o \ /atrs 1983a: ?0, 1lÈlIl.
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the building of mosques and fortresses and irrigat¡on.lsl But with regard to
poverty and even famine relief, the question becomes more problematic. There is
a striking lack of open protest (rebellion) against social, economic and politicat
injustice, although dissent did exist, represented by withdrawal, migration and
tuming to Matrdistic movements.l52 Whether the lack of open protest was the

result of a functioning Islamic welfa¡e policy based on zakãt is questionable.
Instead, one could suggest it was an outcome of the difficulty of finding legal
backing for any protest - as the Muslim literati, in any case, were beneficia¡ies of
both the tax system as well as the voluntary almsgiving such as çadaqa. Personal
almsgiving rvas seen as a source of social prestige, but it was part of the private
sphere, not cont¡olled by the state. It could be the basis of an Islamic welfare
system, but it could not be institutionalised because çadaqa, by its definition, was
a private, pious act. A thfud answer as to why there were no open protests might
be that there was no expectation of any official state action since welfa¡e policy
did not belong to the public sphere.

a. Doles to Beggars

'Who, then, were the recipients of zalút? In theory, an Islamic state could and
should support, among others, the beggars and other needy from zalcdr-funds. This
also seems to have been the case in the Sokoto Caliphate. Both in Bida and
Sokoto, periodic - if not weekly - doles to the poor were made from zaÈ¿-l-funds.

The charity itself was not limited to beggars, but extended to the aged and the in-
firm, those without support and too old to eam their own living. A very important
group were the students of higher Qur,ãnic education, in general men without
means who were prevented from supporting themselves by the necessity of
study.l53 ln Kano, the emi¡'s palace was known for distribution of clothes and
food to the poor as well as the rich: food was prepared in the cenral kitchen of
the palace for both guests, courtiers and was sent to the central mosque for the
people to eat as well as given to the poor and needy who went to the Kofa¡ Kudu
in the southern section of the palace.rY rn Tnna Emirate, British officials noted
that the malams and ladanus received alms (sadaqa) for their religious duties
from the emir and leading men. A crucial point for these malams was whether

l5l SeefurrherLast 1965; Usman l98l; Mahadi 1982; Boyd 1989.
152 Last 1970.
153 NNAKSokprof22 l5l/lg04,NoresonTribureinSokorohovince[BurdonJ,para23.
154 Ruf"'i 1987:108, ll5.Thepracticeof distributingdailyrationsof foodhadtobechanged

during the reign of Emir Abbas (c. 1903-19), due to rhe Emir's loss of income, onc of the
results of the colonial tax reforms. Thereafter, dishes were only prepared for the mosque, the
poor and the needy.
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they had farms or not. Most malams in the country towns in Za¡ia Emirate had

farms (and paid the land tax, kurdin galma'¡, whereas a large portion of the 280

malams nT,rrrra town did not. Instead, they made their living by writing charms

"and other doubtful utility", thus paying no taxes 
"1 

,1.155 Another gtoup that was

kept alive by doles were single old women.l56

Beggars were regarded as a nuisance both by the local people and by the

colonial offrcials.lsT In Sokoto, it was noted that a refusal to give a mai bashera

('beggar') alms might meet with unhappy results to a person's clothes and

goods.l5E In Zana, lhe banzangari or the 'drones in the hive', were the beggars,

chacha players, prostitutes, the blind, lepers, the lame, drummers and players of
other musical instn¡ments.l59 It seems as if they did not pay âny tax but the

"chief'of the beggars, the drummers and the blind lrl.Zaria exacted an annual

payment from their fellons throughout the Emi¡ate.lm Simila¡ kinds of "institu-

tionalisation" among some of the beggars is known to have existed in Kano

during the l9th century, where at least the blind and the lepers had their own

chiefs, rhe sarkin maleafi and the sarkin kutare, and lived in their own wards, the

Ungwar Mâkafi and the Ungwar Kutare. Apart from begging, they received alms

from the Emi¡ of Kano.l6l
Street-begging was often noted by 19th and early 20th century European

travellers, as in the case of Staudinger's visit to Zana, "... cripples and blind
people sat in long rows along the main street and other needy people came beg-

ging at the door,"l62 or when Falconer approached Kano town: "Outside the gate

there sat a row of lepers piteously calling for alms from every passer-by, and

155 Not", on rhe iaxation and indusrial organisarion of ¡he Hausa rowns of Zaria Emirate [Gill],
púa22, included in NNAK SNP 7 425Ul9W-

156 NNAK Sokprof 23}tlgl3, Sokoto hovince. Silame Distric¡ Assessment Report l9l3
[Foulkes], para 10.

157 weiss 1995.

158 NNAK Sokprof 47111913, Sokoto hovince. Dogondaji Disrrict Re-Assessment Repor l9l3
lGerathyl.

159 Gill's observation o¡7ana might no¡ be correct, as some of the categories he mentioned,
such as drummers and players of musical inslruments, would rather be counted in the group

of 'professional beggan', the maroka or 'praise-singers'. There was a clear distinction in
Hausaland bet\ryeen a maroki and a nøsarci, an 'ordinary beggar', becausc you would only
give alms to a masarc i, îever to 

^ 
maraki. (ìüeiss I 995: 205)

l0 Not.r on the taxation and industrial organisation of the Hausa towns of Zaria Erniraæ [Gill],
para 23, included in NNAK SNP 7 425211909. According to Gill, it was not cle¿r if the
funds collecred were shared with the Emir.

16l Cl"pp"rton 1964: 661; B¿¡th II, 1857: 130; Staudinger II, 1990: 20; Vischer 1917:37. See

also Weiss 1995: 215-216.
ló2 staudingerlt, 1990:68.
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inside, at every comer, the halt or the blind were calling down the blessings of
Allãh on whoever should help in their poverty."l63

Usually the European visitor underlined the dualiry of the situation: on the
one hand, the beggars were living a miserable life, on the other hand, some of
them seemed to manage quite well, especially the lepers and blind, who were or-
ganised. Yet, despite the existence of voluntary as well as mandatory almsgiving,

Povefly as such was never eradicated. Although Isabelle Vischer underlined that
"everybody loves" the btind and no one would despise a cripple, a leper, a blind
or a deaf in Kano,lø perhaps Staudinger's rather cynical ¡emark reveals another
picture of the state of affairs of the poor in Hausaland:

The giving of alms, and consequently begging is fairly general in Hausaland, but the
well-to-do do not appear to donate any considerable sums to the really poor, although
according to the precepts of the Koran they are supposed to give one tenth to the
necdY.165

Whether, however, the beggars and the needy had an automatic right to
demand a cefain share of zalcãt is another question. According to Goldsmith,

A portion of the tithe wâs sometimes set aside for the maintenance of paupen in large
Mohammadan rowns (in Nupe), but the amount of charity dispensed waq purely
optional and depended in great measure upon the generosity ofrhe ruling emir.ltr

b. A State Plan for Famine Relief?

One particular aspect of an Islamic state welfa¡e system in the Caliphate is espe-
cially problematic, namely Watts's idea of some kind state plan for famine relief
based on zakka-grun (i.e., zakãt). First of all, there a¡e almost no records (or
traditions) of its existence. The only known state organised famine relief action in
the 19th century ofwhich I have been able to find any traces $/as the one under-
taken by the emir of Kano in 1852 or 1853, when he ordered assisrance for the
towns of Jahun, Dutsi, Aujara (1,000 bundles of grain per town) and Kila (3,000
bundles of grain).Ió7 According ro the investigations of M. G. Smith, state
granaries and reserves were opened for public relief in Kano Emi¡ate during two

163 Ful"on", lgll:259. An earlier account of the state of the lepers is presented by Robinson
(189ó:150):"...mostoftheleperssupportthcmselvesbybeggingandmanyofthemeama
very comfortable living by this means-"

lØ Vis"h", 1917:37-38.
165 Sraudinger II, 190: 68.
16 Not", on Land Tenure obøining in the Nupe hovince, Appendix II [Goldsmith], in North-

em Nigeria l-ands Comminee. Minutes of Evidence and Appendices, London 1910, para 6.
167 w"is 1995: 150.
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famines, namely Yunwar Banga-Banga (c. 1855) mdYunwar Dagiya (c. 1878).

These major famines reinforced the position of the emir by emphasising its

dormant role as the main agency of public succour. On both occasions, Emir

Abdullahi also appealed to neighbouring emirs for grain to help his people. In the

general disuess, his office and leadership ïvere thus identified with solicin¡de and

generosity. According to Smith, the emi¡'s office thus acquired new moral status

and material significance as the public shepherd and such sentiments of solidarity

as the prevailing inequality allowed, concenüated around the emir as the symbol

of societal unity.lff On another occasion, the Emir of Kano, Muhammadu Bello
(c. 1882-93), reponed in one of his letters to waziri Buhari in Sokoto that the

people of Babura town in Kano had sent to ask him for food since their crops had

been destroyed the year before after an attack by the Emirate of Gumel (a vassal

of the Kingdom of Borno), and the people were unable to farm. Bello accepted

Babura's pleas for peace with Gumel as the only condition in which Babura and

nearby districts could retain their population. \[hether the grain was taken from

zakka-granañes is not known.l69

The famine relief could have been made possible by an extraordinary grain

levy (AMullahi dan Fodio stated this was permissible as long as the levy $/as not

made permanent) or by using stored - but not zakka - grain. In any case, it is
questionable whether a system of centralised zakka grananes existed at all.170

hincipally, there is a debate about whether such granaries were situated in
the village and controlled by the village ¡"u6l7l or if the zakka-grarn was stored

in the granary of the household head.t72 Alhaji Mahmudu Koki, who took part in
the collection oî zakka-gran in the early 20th century before its abolition by the

British colonial administration, does not give any clue to how the collected grain

was stored.lT3 In pre-colonial Katsina, at least, the taxes were divided into three

parts: one part wâs taken by the Emi¡, another by the district headmen and a thtd
part was taken by the jakadu.rTa Generally, it seems to have been the emirs'
custom to leave the zakka-grun in the villages and to call for it as required. Thus,

168 S.ith 1997:282. However, Smith mentions no source for his starement on public famine

r69
relief actions.

Smith 1997:316.
170 According to Smith such a system was alrcady established in Kano Emirate during rhe pre-

jihãdera (Smith 1997:51-57). However, in his study on the smaller Kingdoms of Baure,
Zango and Daura he did nor mention this matter at all (Smith 1978).

l7l curb" 1986: 175.
172 Love¡oy& Hogendorn 1993: 164.
173 skinn.,1977a:69.
174 P"1.., (1.6.1908), in Northem Nigeria Lands Commi¡¡ee. Minutes of Evidence and

Appendices, Lnndon 1910, Question 192.
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they would not receive the whole year's income at one time.l75 This was the case

in Kasina and Kano. The British Resident in Katsina, olivier, was informed by
the Magaje that "... all the guinea com sent ro Kano belonged to the king [of
Katsina] and was taken from his tribute stored in the different villages" and he
underlined that "... I know the king does not have it all brought in to Katsina" but
has stores in the variour 1o*nr."l7ó sirnilar information is provided by Ruf*i
about the situation in Kano: "cattle and sheep as well as grains [i.e. the revenue
received as zakât,Irwl were kept at either some of the daughter pâlaces or with
the village heads until they were needed."lz In Kano the sarkin åarsi, one of the
royal slaves, was in charge of the collection and distribution of grains.tTS On the
other hand, in pre-colonial Yola it was reported that the Muslim farmers had to
give half of their tithe (zak:ka) to the village head, who retained it, whereas the
other half was sent to the emir or fief holder. A fiefholder, again, had to send the
emir half the zakka of ¡he town in which he, the fiefholder, lived.l79

Rufa'i is right in highlighting the emi¡'s palace as the main store and clearing
house of the emirate - it was the focal point of both those in an influential
position within ttre society and those in need of food for everyday life. The emir's
palace acted as a symbol of the political, social and religious order within the
society: it was the biggest grain store, its reserves would never dry up and no one
would be refi¡sed. However, it is unclear how much of the grain consumed by the
emir's palace was derived from zakka-gratnand how much was obtained from the
emir's own farms. At least for Kano, Rufa'i repons that most, if not all, basic
foodstuffs that were consumed by the palace were from the emir's slave
estates.lÐ But did this include the grain that was used in the central kitchen to
provide daily raúons of food for both the visitors to the palace as well as whar
was given to the central mosque, the poor and the needy? Or was this zakka-
grain?

Last but not least - although zakka-gran might have been stored in the
villages throughout the emirates, was it enough to feed those in need in times of
stress? The discussion between a farmer and one Tamba¡i in the Sokoto/Gwandu
region during the 1880s might reflect somewhat more unstable and uncertain
conditions. The discussion was about whether the caliph should order his Íìnny ro

175 Lug"rd, Memo No. 5. Taxarion (1906), Appendix UI, in Northern Nigeria Lands Comminee.
Minuæs of Evidence and Appendices, London 19 10, para 47.

176 NNAK Katprof 2ll l78g Karsina Division, Monrhly Reports February and May l9M
IOlivier].

177 Rufu,i 1987:107.
l7E Stilwetl 1999:160.
179 NNAK SNP 6 16211907, Memorandum on Land Tenure, 1907 [Girouard], para 2ó.
l8o Ruf.'i l9E7: lll.
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attack the enemies of the Caliphate. The farmer was in favour of such actions,

Tambari was not and he explained that

... the country had full com stores which could feed hundreds of even thousands of
strangers. But the enormous armies of the SulUn would consume eveprthing: no com

for seed anymore, rhe counryside would suffer famine for many years'l8l

Was Tamba¡i refening to stored zakka-grain or grain in general? In theory,

an army could never be fed with zakka-grun,but in the case of an army defending

the Dar at-lslam, the fighters could legally be included among those who were

permitted to receive zal<õt. þrwlual military expeditions by the caliph as well as

the va¡ious emirs were normal,lS2 but, as one Hausa praise-song argued,

War is the income of the l¡¡ds of the world,

The commoners have no profit of it.lE3

c. Some Further Remarks About the Zakka

As zakka was levied at a fixed rate (10 Per cent) after the hawest, the grain to be

collected differed from year to year. A bad harvest meant a small amount of

zakka-grun to be collected, several years of bad harvest meant emPty zakka-

granaries and no gain to distribute, a situation which the early colonial officials

often remarked upon:

The amount brought in as a renth is immensely below the real mark. It seems

impossible to arrive at a correct estimate of the average amount of dawa grown by a

farmer, as rhe quantity varies accordint to the size of his family, and to his

industry.l&

Further, zakka was not 'Just" a tenth of the harvest. A thorough investigæion

of this mattef by Resident Palmer revealed that it was a tenth of the excess over

and above an allowance of from 1,260 to 1,600 lbs of cereals, such as sorghum, or

beans, thereby indicating ¡he nisãb or minimal amount of zakka. hkka was not

l8l Staudinger t, 1990: 304, According to Jumare, special grain stores existed in the slave agri-

cultural settlemen¡s or ¡¡ttj¡ in the Soko¡o region which were used to feed the army during

military campaigns (Jumare 1988: 78). However, it seems obvious from Slaudinger's

reported discussion that such gfain stores were not enough to feed the armies.

See furtherVr'eiss 1995: 121-152.

Prrelze 1927:.159, verse 22.

Notes on Taxation inZariaEmtate by Resident Ormsby, in NNAK SNP 7/12 76011911'

Native Share of Revenue of Native Taxation, Sir Henry Hesketh Bell's notes on, l9ll.
Ormsby also noted that g¿ro ('millet') paid no zakka'nZaria emirate-
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paid on lesser harvest of these crops. According to palmer's caìculations, the
¿¡s¿-å would have been about 42 bundles of com or its equivalent.lS5

British officials tried occasionally to give an estimate of the average grain
production per farm. The data from these investigations can be used in a dis-
cussion about the (possible) rate of the nkka. An "average', farm of about an acre
in Katsina Emirate was said to produce 40 to 50 bundles of grain, whereas small
farms would produce only 25 to 30 bundles.lSó Again, it was estimated that the
average yield of an acre in some parts of sokoto province was only 30
bundles,lS? on poor soil even as low as 15 bundles per acre.t88 Fu¡ther investi-
gations in sokoto Province revealed that the average size of a farm was 2.5 acres
and that, 9n the average, an adult male had 1.5 farms or up to 3.g acres at his
disposal.ls9

However, apart from the ha¡vests of the head of the household, there was
additional grain from the farms of the women and youth, which was not liable to
zakka. Al¡hough such farms seemed to have been quite small, on average 0.5
acres, their produce was some ten to ñfteen bundles per year.lm

To make things more complicated, the zakka-bundle was smaller than an
ordinary bundle of grain, namely, on average, 33 lbs instead of 55 lbs.lgl In Go-
dabawa District, sokoto Province, the average weight of a demin kaka, a man,s
load or an unth¡eshed bundle of grain, was 56 lbs which yielded 3g lbs of
threshed grain.lsz In Bakura District, the average weight of an unthreshed bundle

r85

t8ó
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NNAK sNP l0l1 77W1911 sokoto Province. Gando Division, Jega District Assessmenr
Repon, co¡¡rment by Palmer on the report,23.l2.l9l3.
NNAK Katprof 1289, Ta,xation in Karsina, 1908 [palmerj.
NNAK sokproî 26411913, sokoto hovince. Moriki Disrricr Assessmenr Report l9l3
[Backwelf], p¿r,a 27; NNAK sNP l0l4 494pllgl6 sokoto province. Bakura Disrrict
Assessment Report 1916 [F. de Forest Daniell,pan73.
NNAK Sokprof 23Dll9l3, Sokoto province. Silame Disrricr Assessmenr Report l9l3
[Foulkes], para 18.

NNAK Sl{P l0l4 484pt1916, Sokoto province. Bakura Disrricr Assessmenr Reporr 1916 [F.
de Forest Daniell, pa:.a 7o; NNAK sokprof 45ztlgl6, sokoro province. Tureta Districr
Assessment Report 1916, para 41.

NNAK sl{P l0l4 484p11916, sokoto hovince. Bakura Disrricr Assqssment Report 1916 [F.
de Forest Daniell, para16; NNAK sokprof 23olLgl3, sokoto hovince. silame Disrrict
Assessment Report l9l3 [Foulkes], para ó.

NNAK Sl{P 7l 472119W, Kano hovince Annual Reporr 1908, para 55 (3 .,mondu,,= 33 lbs
lhreshcd grain = weight of a zat&a bundle); Garba 1986: I 12.

NNAK sNP l7 K275, sokoto Province. Godabawa Disrict Assessmenr Reporr 1916
[Newton], para | 10. Newton's invest¡gation also revealed that 15 gero farms produced 902
bundles of com in 1914, being an average crop of 60 bundles whereas the size of an average
farm was 2.8 acrcs. In l9l5 the same farms only produced 716 bundles. Returns for 50
farmers Éken at random in various localities gave a rotal of 332g bundles of gero, an
average of ó6 bundles in 1914. Big farmers, however, could produce from 400 ro 2000
bundles (paras 75,77, l0l-102, l0.l-105). In Tureta Disrrict, on rhe other hand, ir was found
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of dawa was 48 lbs (of maiwa 45 lbs and of gero 42 lbs) which lost about one-

rhird of its weight when threshed.l93 However, the weight of any bundle of grain

varied during the year:

It seems to me impossible to accept 20 lbs threshed grain as ân average bundle. The

explanation may lie in the big difference be¡ween the harvest bundle (demin kaka) and

the bundle as sold in the spring and following summer. The bundle consumed by the

average adult male per week is no doubt the-large harvest bundle which he breaks into

two oi three when he purs it on the market'l94

The recognised grain meÍ¡sutes in Sokoto were the mudu and the sal, forty

mudu were equivalent to one sdi, l¡/hich was fegarded sufficient for one man's

food for a day for a "liberal" meal. One sai wâs equivalent to 3-76lbs of millet,

whereas the weight of zakkn was only 2.64 lbs of millet. However, it is unclear

what precisely is meant by zakka - a measure of gfain or the weighl of a zakka-

6on61"2195 There are reasons to believe that ttre zaklca mentioned in the text did

refer to a specific grain meaSure. There is a note by Newton on the measurement

of rice; he refers to the taiki of rice being 160 lbs (made up of forty wooden

zakkas, four of which weighted 16 lbs).196 In general, it was calculated that a

household, which consisted of fwo adults and two to three children, would need at

least one bundle of grain per week for their meals,l97 thus the minimum annual

requirements of a household were about 50 to 60 bundles, whereas other investi-

gations put the weekly consumption as high as tr ro bundles Per household pef

week, giving a yearly requirement of up to 104 bundles.l9S 3t way of com-

parison: according to Barth's information from Hausaland in the 1850s, 50 È¿l or

25 dami would have been sufficient for One man's sustenance per year. A house-

hold of five persons (man + wife + 3 children) would thus have required about

out ¡ha¡ in a place called Bimassa, a bundle of gero weighed as much as 70 lbs if unthreshcd

and 40 lbs if threshed (NNAK Sokprof 45211916, Sokoto hovince. Tureta Dist¡ict
Assessment Repon 1916, pa¡a 36).

193 NNAK sNp lO/4 a84pllgl6, Sokoto Province- Bakura Distric¡ Assessment Report 1916 [F.
de Forest Daniell, para72.In Silame District, however. the weight of a bundle of dawa was

found out to b€ only 32 lbs untfueshed and 2l lbs threshed (NNAK Sokprof 230ll9l3'
Sokoto Province. Silame District Assessment Report l9l3 [Foulkes], para 2l).

194 NNAK SNp 10/6 5llp/1918, Sokoro Province. Illo District Re-Assessment Reporr l9l8
[Backwell], Arnett's commen¡s on the report'

195 NNAK Soþrof 985/1908, Sokoto hovince. Half Year RePol June 1908 [Sranley], para 62.

196 ¡¡¡¡ç sNp lO/4 252p11916, Sokoto Province. Binji Distric¡ Assessment Report 1916

[Newron], para 59.
197 NNAK Sokprof 26411913, Soko¡o Province. Moriki District Assessment Report l9l3

[Backwell], para 81.
198 NNAK sNP lO/4 484pt1916, Soko¡o hovince. Bakura Dstrict Assessment Report t9ló [F.

de Forest Daniell, paras 80 & 82; NNAK Sokprof 23011913, Sokoto hovince' Silame

District Assessment Report 19l3 lFoulkes], Pa¡a 6.
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75-100 bundles per year.lgg Ba¡th's estimate is similar to the one made by the
British official who assessed rureta District of sokoto Division. However, where-
as one could argue that Barth's figures would give an annual harvest ofc. 100-
200 bundles per farmer (Bafih was most probably referring to farmers in za¡ia
and Kano region), the Tureta assessment revealed that the average grain produc-
tion was only 66 bundles "per adult male". According to the assessment, the
deficit of some 10 bundles was made up through additional income from trade
and crafts.2m

Different information was brought in from Kano Emirate. In Tsakka¡ Gida
Dist¡ict it was noted that the estimated yield per acre was some 600 lbs of
th¡eshed grain, whereas on fertile land the average yield per acre could be as high
as 1,000 lbs of threshed grain. The annual consumption was put at 500 lbs of
gain.20l convened into bundles of grain, the average yield per acre in this
district would have been some 30 bundles of unth¡eshed grain, assuming that a
threshed bundle of grain would have an average weight of 20 lbs, but only 20
bundles if the average weight is aszumed to have been 30lbs.

How much, then, could be collected as zakka from the annual gain harvest?
If Palmer was correct, the nisãb would have been 42 bundles of com.202 If a
farmer produced less, he would not have been obliged to deliver any zakka. Tlne
Sokoto cases seem to point to the fact that the average harvest of an adult male
farmer - who par.d zakka - was I 12 bundles (30 bundles per acre x 2.5 acres per
farm x 1.5 farms per adult, taxpaying male). If the ñrst 42 bundles were tax free,
then zakka was levied on rhe remaining 70 bundles, thus yielding 7 bundles as the
amount of zakka he had to pay. However, as the majority of the farmers - at least
in Sokoto Province - were said to be small farmers, it is doubtful whether they
even paid that much. A "big farmer", who might harvest as much as 1,000
bundles or more, could have to pay almost 100 bundles. But how many "big
farmers" where there, and how many paid the full amount of zakrca? second, how
many people could survive on an average of seven bundles as being available for
"famine relief'or other forms of social welfa¡e?

since the amount of zakka to be collected varied according to the amount of
grain harvested, the total amount of grain fluctuated from year to year: a "good"
year brought plenty of grain, a "bad" year might result in minimal retums of
zakka-grarn. Yet, despite the fact that in theory a cefain amount of zakka was

199 Baíh II, 1857-58: 157, 163-ló4.
200 U¡{AK Sokprof452/1916, Sokoto Division, Turera Disricr Assessmenr Report 1916, paras

4244.
2o1 NNAK sNP lo16 332pt1918, Kano hovince. Kano Emiratc, Tsakkar Gida Disrricr

Assassment reporr l9l8 [Lindsell], paras 18 & ZZ.
2@ S." P"lm.r's opinion, fn. 185.
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due, it does not follow that the emir would have received such a sum. On the con-

trary, most British offrcials complained about what they called the embezzlement

of zakka-grarn which, in fact, was viewed by those who collected and supervised

the collection of zaklca as part of their legal income:

The bundles ofcom made up for zakka are generally below the usual standard; ând by

time they reach Kano, they have generally lost one third of their original bulk Partly by

robbery and partly by rhe canier taking his daily ration from it.203

The British Officiats were much annoyed about the "leakage" of zakka-grarn, and

targeted the hakimi mdthetr ial<odu especially as the main culprits in this:

I consider rhis method of big-men collecting and paying a fixed sum, faulty, as it lends

itself to an enonnous amount of extortion, of which the King never knows. For

incidence Yanduku [one of the hakimai in Katsina Emirate, HWI pays the king of
Katsina 200 or 300 bags (l have bcen told both sums) while he collects 959 bags or

645 bags, both of whiclisums I have been told.2g

The figures presented by British colonial officials may give an idea about

how much zaklca-gratn might have been collected. However, the weak basis of
these sources has to be stressed: most, if not all, of the assessments âre based on

rough estimates and assumptions. In addition, the figwes for zakka were usually

obtained after a period of some ten years after the imposition of colonial rule and

the colonial administration tried their best to make the collection of zakka morc

efficient and to curb any leakage of grain. For example, in 1903 the Resident in

Katsina reported that the emir would get 4,000 bundles of guinea-corn "as his

tithe",205 yet one year later it was reported by another British official that the

emil's revenue would amount to 10,450 bags, "paid in kind and in cowries", and

that zakka was estimated to amount to at least 20,000 bundles.26 Although one

might argue that the harvests of 190345 were perhaps below average or bad, the

fi¡st amounts of zakka that were reported by the British are ridiculously small

compared to the estimated 1911 harvest of some 6,000,000 bundles of "com"2o
which, with a conservative figure of 5 per cent as zakka would still yield some

300,000 bundles of zakl<a-gran.

203 NNAK Kanoprof Cl I I, Conlidential. Kano Emirate IL The Na¡ive System of Land Revenue

Assessment [Hewby, c. 1908709]. para 9.
2Ø lV¡¡nK Katprof 2tl 1769 Katsina Division, Monlhly Report November 1903 [Bailey], para

3.
205 ¡¡4ç Karprof 2ll 1769 Kasina Division, Monthly Report December 1903 [Bailey], para

4.
2ffi NNAK Katprof ?l 1789 Kaaina Division, Monthly Reporr May 1904 [Olivier] and Reporr

for February to August lg(X.
207 t¡I\RK z/13 lll4llgl2 Kano Þovince, Annual Report l9l I, para 208.
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Simila¡ disparities were reported from several other regions. The Resident in
charge of sokoto Division estimated that some 83,000 bundles could be collected
as zakka in the Division during 1966.208 some five years later Moriki and Bakura
Districts alone delivered about 155,000 bundles! one could argue rhat the
increased amount of zakka-græn in the sokoto region was due to British "exploi-
tation", yet the grain collected amounted to a mere 7.6 per cent of the total
harvest, i.e., following more or less exactly the rules of zalcãt/,ushr.2@ In Kano
Emirate, the zakka claimed for 1905/06 was said to amounr to 36,000 bundles,2lo
but for 1907 it was reported that about 200,000 bundles could be collected.2ll

The fluctuating amounts of zakka-grain both puzzled and f¡ustrated the
British, who soon argued that the embezzlement of the actual retums were the
main explanation for the low returns of zakka. Although the British rarely took
into conside¡ation harvest failures as one reason for the flucruadons, the result of
Major Hewby's investigation in Kano Emirate can be presented as a rather typical
instance of how to calculate zakka, which in any case was manipulated by both
the farmers and the tax collectors:

(4.) His crops is 50 bundles; he purs aside 5 for his mallams, if he is really a pious
person, which is quite the exceprion, and 5 for hospitality or against hard timcs:
declares 40 to his Head man, who tells him ro declare 30, giving l0 to himself, with an
officially stated zakka of 3 bundles. or (8.). The farmer has 30 bundles; he puts aside
l0 - sometimes partly for genuine zakka: as often as not for mere robbery or bribery;
declares 20 bundles; the âssessor or collector insists that his farm the previous year
yielded 40 bundles, and so rerums to 4 as the zakka "liability". so the zakka retums
are made oul for Emir and Residenl2l2

on the other hand, the example of rsakkar Gida Disrrict of Kano Emirate
reveals some further problems in connection with the estimation of zakka-grain.
According to British figures, some 40,000 bundles could be collected from the

208 NNAK SNP 7/8 200l/1907, Sokoto hovince, Annual Report 1906 [Goldsmith], para 60.
2æ NN¡K Sokprof 26411913, Sokoto Province, Moriki District Assessmenr Report l9l3

[Blackwell], para 27; NNAK SNP lU4 a84pll9l6, Sokoto hovince, Bakura Disrrict
Assessment Report l9ló [F. de Forest Daniel], para 69J3. The amount of zakka for Bakura
District was calculated as follows by me: I1,867 cereal farms x 3.8 acresfarm x 28 bundles
(average yield/acre) x 0.076.

210 Act. Resdt to SNP 23.7.1907, enclosed in NNAK SNp 7 1545/1907, Kano province,

Quarterly Report December 1906. The zakka claimed for 1905/06 w¿ß no¡ collecred a¡d it is
not cle¿r from the text whether the Acting Resident only was referring ro the so-catted
"Government's share" of ¡he zakka, which was one-half of the total claim, or to the total
amount of za*/ra-grain.

2ll Kanoprof Clll, Confidential. The Kano Emirate. IL The Native Sysrem of Land Revenue
Assessment, 1909 [Hewby], para 9.

212 NNAK Kanoprof C.lll, Confidential. Kano Emirate. II- The Narive Sysrem of Land
Revenue Assessment, 1909 [Hewby], pæa 9.
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district. If this would have been 7.6 per cent of the total harvest, then the harvest

would have amounted to some 304,000 bundles or 182,400,000 lbs in the district.

However, District Officer Lindsell estimated the total harvest to amount to

70,800,000 lbs. Either Lindsell's harvest estimation was wrong or the farmers had

ro pay some 30 per cent of their grain harvest as zakkalzt3 If the 190611907

figures reflect more or less the same conditions as the late precolonial period, then

the collected amount of zakka-grarn certainly was not much - 200,000 bundles

would be enough to cover the consumption of some 2,000 households (5 persons)

for a year! If, however, the later estimates are closer to the late pre-colonial reali-

ties, then one could argue that the former figures rnight reflect a minimum amount

of storable zakka-gratn, whereas the latter figures would reflect the total sum

collected - of which a large part could have been diverted for other uses. rWhat

remained would have been sufficient to provide enough grain for 8,0ü) house-

holds to cover thei¡ needs for a three-month period (25 bundles/household) or up

to 20,000 households for one month (10 bundles).

European Observations during the Early 20th Century

Early colonial officers in Northem Nigeria often made negative remarks on the

collection of zakka. Resident Hewby of Kano Province stated that zakka had

never been honestly levied or paid in Kano Emirate,

.-. ñe zakka com has nevq been uniformly collected, but villagers have been called on

for haphazard instalments throughout the year ... and before the year is through much
of rhe zakka corn has been sold or eaten.2 14

Thus, in an assessment of one district in Kano Emirate, the British official in
charge reported that about halfof kudin shuka a¡d kudin rafi were embezzled as

well as three-fifths of the zakka.2ls Hewby's predecessor, Resident Cargill also

stated that

..- zakk¿ was little more than the private store of the Emir and other officials ... the

ruling class and more especially the Emir and his huge following practically subsisted

2t3 NNAK SNP 10/6 332tlgl8, Kano Province, Tsakkar Gida Districr Assessmenr Report l9l8
[Lindsell], para 18.

214 NNAK Kanoprof Cl I l, Confident¡al. The Kano Emirate. II. The Narive System of Land
Revenue Assessment, 1909 [Hewby]. para 9.

215 Arrurm"nt Report on Sarkin Dawaki Tsakkar Gidda District, Kano Emirate by Mr.
Dupigny, 1909, paras 100, ll5, quoted in NNAK SNP 1016332pll9l8, Kano Province,
Tsakkar Gida District Assessment Report ILindsell].
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on the zakka, the whole Emirate forming a sort of granary from which they drew
supplies as they wanted.2l6

similar doubtful voices were raised by Acting Resident J. withers Gill in
Z,anaBmtra¡e2t7 

^¿Resident 
Burdon in Sokoto hovince:

The zakka as a tax was ludicrous. It was supposed to be one bundle in every ten. As a
matter of fact I don't suppose more than an averag€ of one in fifiy was ever actually
given to the authorities. The reminder was (nominally) distributed in private charity or
used for enterrainmenr of passing suangers.2lS

However, bearing in mind my discussion about the average amount of zøkka
collected during the late pre-colonial times, namely seven bundles, the low in-
come of zakka in the Emi¡ates was, in fact, not a result of the embezzlement of
the zakka-tax but due to the actual low rate of this tax. The matter is clearty put
forwa¡d by Gill in one of his memos, although he did not realise rhe crux of this
matter:

The tota¡ Revenue from zakka (and jizyah) bore no proportion to the amount rhar
should be paid if we assumed that each head of the population was supported from the
area under cultivarion ... If (the toral zakka collected in five Disricts) represented a
true tithe it would me¿¡n an averâge production of only 2.67 bundtes per head
[emphasis mine, HW¡.219

on the other hand, in southem Katsina Emirate, a tax known by the colonial
office¡s as zakka tumed out to be dubu da dame, a grain tax apart from zakka and.

paid in kind (one bundle) and in money (1,000 C).20 In some parts of Kano
Emirate, the non-Muslim Ajawa and Warjawa had to pay a tax ca\led afurma,
which was said to be the equivalentto zakka and was demanded in grain and was

216 quotcd in Lnvejoy & Hogendom 1993:164.
217 ¡¡4ç SNP 7 425211909, Taxation of Emirs and District Heads, Notes on the laxarion and

industrial organisation of the Hausa towns in Zaria Emirate, J. Withers Gill, Acring Resident
zaria, 31.5.1909, para 16: "It is doubtful if the proper amounr of zakka is ever levied."
According to his calculations, "... the Hausa population should pay about f,9,000 a year,
whereas the zakka and the jizyah actually received is only some f?00 (NNAK SNp 7/12
7@ll9ll, Native Share of Revenue of Native Taxation, Sir Henry Heskerh Bell's nores on,
1911, Notes on Native Taxation [Zaria Emirate, Memo by Mr. Gill]." Similar arguments
were raised by Resident Ormsby in his notes on taxation n7.aria Emirate in l9l0 (included
in SNP 7/12 7601191 l): ",.. there can be practically no check over this tax, and rhe amount
brought in as a tenth is immensely below the real mark."

218 ¡¡¡¡ç SNP Sokprof 57611909, Sokoto Province Half year Reporr, June 1909 [Burdon],
para 38.

219 NNAK SNP 7 425211909, Taxation of Emirs and Distric¡ Heads, dispatch from Resident
Zaria Gill to SNP, 19.l.l9l I, para 5.

n0 lngu*^ l9E4:89.
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levied in addition to jizya.nt Although such statements from early colonial

officials are subjective and, in Cargill's case, reflect his negative attitude towards

the Emir of Kano, they might contain some truth. According to British observa-

tions in Muri and Adamawa, an elaborate system of taxation according to Islamic

ideals had not fully developed. Znl<õtlzakka was collected on the cattle and crops

of the Muslim (FulBe and Hausa) population and at times aiangali tax of 5 per

cent was levied on nomadic FulBe who had not yet embraced Islam, but the

income from these taxes wâs mainty devoted to religious PurPoses. Kharajlkudin

È¿sa seemed not tO have been Collected.Z2 However, aS the Muslims were a

minority of the population in the various sub-emirates of Adamawa, the tax

income from the Muslim population were in any case insufficient to cover the

needs of the state. Instead, jizya and especially booty (in the form of slaves

obtained through large scale slave raiding) formed the economic basis of these

sub-emirates. German investigations in thei¡ part of Adamawa confirm the British

observations - Zalcãt was occasionally paid, but was identiñed as being pfesents to

themalams.ß
However, in the central pa¡ts of the Caliphate in Hausaland, the British had

to recognise the fact of an existing tax system based on Islamic principles. De-

spite Cargill's critique of the situation in Kano Emtate, one of his successors âs

British Resident in Kano, W. F. Gowers, presented a more positive picture of the

nature of taxation in the emirate.22a According to Gowers, all taxation was base.d

on the two (three) taxes recognised by Islamic laur, zakkalzakãt, kudin kasal

kharâj and jizya (the last one being of little importance in Kano). Gowers correct-

ly recognised that zakka, kudin shuka and kudin røfi as being based oî¡he zakõt'

rules. Further, he stated that although the tax rates

... had the appeârânce of capitation rates arbitrarily fixed they were in origin an

attempt, and, apart from abuses in collection, to some exlent a sensible and p-ractical

attempt to arrive at lhe prescribed fraction of the annuât income of the taxqayers.z?s

Zakõt was described in Sokoto and Gwandu by Burdon in simila¡, positive

ways:

221 NNAK sNP 10/6 332p11918, Kano Province. Kano Emirate, Tsakkar Gida District
Assessment Report 1918 [Lindselll, paras 67, I 19.

m uigø 1927 : 37;Kùk€reene 1958: 102.

223 Bnk"t 1932:139.
2Z A .i-i|". presentation was put forward by one of his earlier colleagues in Kano Province, E.

J. Amen. See Kano Province. Comparative statement showing va¡ietics and rates of taxation
in the various Emirates by E. J. Ameft, Kâno 8.3.1910, included in NNAK Sl'{'P7llz7@l
l9l l, Native Share ofRevenue of Native Taxation.

225 6o*"¡s l92l:51.
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Though undoubtedly evaded, [zakka] was laid down by rheir recognised law giver,
who could only have founded it on sound principles, and üe leakage in collection was
due, not to any idea of remitting a too heavy tâx, bul to incpt adminis¡"¡¡on.22ó

zal<at on corn and cattle was recognised by the Muslim population as a reli-
gious duty and "fairly well enforced", but as an income for the state, it was by no
means enough to make ends meet.z7 Despite the critical remarks of the colonial
officials, zakka rema;ned as a manifestation of the Islamic order that had been
established by the Fodios. Such a stare of affairs was clearly demonstrated by the
sarkin muslimin Attahiru II when he demanded to receive his share of the
collected taxes in grain (instead of in cash): "... he wishes to keep the zakka
distinct from the general assessment tax as he regards it an essential part ofhis
religion.'t2E

However - what was the state of affairs in sokoto might not have been the
case elsewhere. Perhaps Resident Gill in zaÅawas right when he stated that, at
least in z'ari4 zakka had lost all religious significance mainly because it had been
applied to secula¡ purposes for a long time. As a consequence he therefore
suggested that

... the Moslem conscience would be, I think, more easily appeased, if ..zakka,., as a
sta¡e tax, were abolished and Muslims were left al liberty to give a ponion of their
product to the Mallams under the namc of zakka if they so ¿ç5¡"¿.229

Burdon, on the other hand, stressedthxzakka was not a personal revenue of
the recipient, "... except in so far as it is (irnproperly,I rhink) used for the mainte-
nance of envoys and messengers, or for "state hospitality," and claimed that it
could not be considered as "... a revenue for the purpose of [native] Govern-

-"n¡.'230 hzuiaEmirate, the British administration recognised tha¡ zakka was
paid by every farmer but, as in Kano, it was not the most important income of the
emirate govemment.23l on the contrary, the kharõj (kudin kasatgarma) was fas
more important both in Kano and nZana.

226 Nt'I¡f Sokprof 23ollgl3, Sokoto hovince. Silame Disrricr Assessmenr Report [Foulkes],
para 19.

2Ú A^rt l92}a:69.Instead, as previously noted, the main income of the caliph in Soko¡o and
the emir of Gwandu was made up of the annual Fibute sent to th€m by the subject emirs.
Temple noted that the ml:ka paid in sokoro Division did not, as a rule, exceed one bundle
per household whereas it was said to have been "morc important" in Gwandu (NNAK s|rlp
?9 383/1908, Sokoto hovince. Half Year Report June 1908 [Temple], para 93).

228 ¡¡¡¡¡ç SNP 7/8 zûl,IgÏT,Sokoto province Annual Reporr 1906 [Goldsmirh], para ó0.
229 NNAK SNP 7 425211909, Taxarion of Emirs and District Heads, Gill to sNp, 19.1.191I,

para E.
2m NNef Sokprof22 l5l/1904, Notes on ribure in Sokoto Province [Burdon], para 21.
231 ¡rr.¡ lgiJob:16.
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Tnlcl<a had already become a marginal state income during the mid-l9th
century, as is evident in Heinrich Barth's reference to taxation in Hausaland.

Barth did not even note zalcãtlzak*ø among the state income of Kano, Katsina or

Zaria when he was discussing taxation in the Hausa emirates.23z 2Oth-century ad-

ministrators and resea¡chers have been puzzled by Barth's omission of ¡he zakknl

zakat. According to Gowers, the reason might have been that little of zølcat on

crops and cattle ever found its way to the headquarters of the province.233 This

perhaps might also be a sign that zakkalzalcàt was handled on a local level by the

local administation. If so, then the classical rules goveming zalcat, which stated

thatzakõt could not be transferred from the location ofcollection to another place

but had to be spent in its location of origin, were being applied.

Some further Considerations on lhe Zakãt-zakka Question

There is another aspect of the question of zalcloa-gratn and its supposed connection

to zakãt. Ifthe collection and distribution of zakka-grarn was undertaken accord-

ing to the zalcãt-rules, it could not, in any case, have been a system that would

have functioned within the whole Caliphate. First, only Muslims pac.d zalcãt.

Second, only Muslims could receive zalcãL\\tts, a social welfare system, includ-

ing a famine relief system based on zakkalzakãt, could only have existed on a

major scale in Hausaland, the central region of the Caliphate. Here, the over-

whelming majority of the population was Muslim. However, the situation was

different in the peripheral regions of the Caliphate, the southern, eastem and

southeastem emtaþs and thei¡ sub-emirates where the Muslim population was in
the minority. The majority of the population belonged to non-Muslim commu-

nities, with none of them paying zalcfu-graim to the emir and thus were not part of
any existing welfa¡e or famine relief system.23

A major weakness of the levy oî zaløt in the Sokoto Caliphate was that it
was limited to agricultural produce, in particular grain, and livestock. As a con-

sequence, zakãt as a religious tax was nothing more than the ?sår - or zaklu as il
was called in Hausaland. The end effect of such a fiscal policy was that merchants

and those engaged in crafts and rade escaped the payment of zakat. Garba is right

in his statement that

Had the richer people like prosperous traders and craflsmen been subject ¡o this tax on
their personal wealth, the redistributive impact of the zakât would have been more
pervasive, unlike the prevailing situation under which the assistance given by the state

232 Barúll, 1857-58: 163-164.
233 Goo,"o l92l:50.
2A Onthe divisioo between Muslim and non-Muslim regions, see Vy'eiss 1997: 55-58.
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was inadequate [emphasise mine, HW] and rherefore had to be supplemenred by
private family anangernents.23S

Ga¡ba's statement does, in fact, negate his own concept of the "social and
economic aspects of zalút", which is supposed to have included the maintenance
of schools, care for the aged and the weak as well as to have constituted a

safeguard against food shortages and related crises. Therefore, the inrerpretations
of Watts, Garba and others vis-à-vis zakãt in the Sokoto caliphate are articulations
of the "Sampo-model": the ideal of an Islamic social welfare system based upon
zaknt.It has to be underlined that I am not arguing tha¡zalcãt was not collected at
all, but that it was not and could not be the basis of a "social welfare system"
simply - as Garba himself noted - due to the fact that the stare, i.e.. both at the
caliphate and the emi¡ate level, had not enough resources at its disposal to imple-
ment such a "system". Instead, much of the evidence available indicates that the
main bulk of the revenue was spent upon military and administ¡ative expen-
ditures, such as military equipment and the remuneration of state offîcials. If there
was anything left over for the promotion of a "social welfa¡e policy", it cannot
have been but a marginal part of the total revenue of the emirates. A totally differ-
ent matter, in my opinion, is the question of voluntary almsgiving or the giving of
çadaqa: many rulers and wealthy people were known to have been open-handed
and to have supported the poor and the needy. Yet, ¡adaqa itself is not a public
matter although ;adaqa may be given in public!

Conclusion

There is not much information about how' zakãt was collected and distributed in
the sokoto caliphate. Although I reject rhe argument of watts and others that
there was some kind of "state enforced welfare system based upon zakat",l caî-
not reject the argument that zakãt was part of the public life in the sokoro
caliphate. The Muslims, at least in the central regions of the caliphate, clearly
identified the payment of zakka as the fulfilment of thei¡ religious duty, which
was put in jeopardy by the colonial tax reforms ar the beginning of the 20th cen-
tury, namely the abolition of zakka as a separate tax and the merger of all taxes
into one general tax, called Haraj. The colonial tax reform, which was gradually
introduced in va¡ious parts of Northem Nigeria starting a¡ound r90B before it was
generally enforced after 1916, met some resistance among both Muslim scholars
and the local Muslim population. The sultan of sokoto, Íìmong orhers, søted that
the merging of. zalcka with ttre general taxes was tantamount to its abolition and

235 c"rb" 1986: 164--185.
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thus was contrary to lhe sharí'a. Further, zal<ka would no longer be collected in

kind but in cash. According to Garba, the establishment of the general tax

"secularised" the system of taxation in Nonhern Nigeria. As a result, individual

Muslims could continue to pay theu zakât, yet they had to do this in private as

neither the colonial state nor the Native Administration had anything to do with

the collection and disnibutionof zakãt.ß6

However, one could also discuss the "abolition of zalcãf in terms of a

revitalisation of the religious nature of obligatory almsgiving. According to Hull,
due to the colonial tax reform (in Katsina Emirate),

... z¡kka, which was originally a voluntary religious tax that had in the course of the

l9th century become compulsory and a major source of revenue, was rcstored to its
original purpose.237

In contrast to Hull, I would argue that zalcãt can never be a voluntary tax.

However, it is clea¡ that the intention of the colonial tær reform was to get rid of
the great va¡iation in pre-colonial taxes in the Sokoto Caliphate. Yet it is ap-

pa[ing that there was no criticism from the Muslim schola¡s in Northem Nigeria
about the merger of other taxes with the general tax, such as jangali, kudin rafi
and kudin shuka. According to Mãlilo- law, these taxes, too, would be included

under zalcåt-rules, although one could argue that these taxes were not defined

"religious taxes" in the Sokoto Caliphate.

One could fufher argue that the colonial tax reform had a very uneven effect

throughout Northern Nigeria. This is due to the variations in pre-colonial emi¡ate

taxation during the l9th cenntry. In case of the zal<kalzatdt-question, the central

Ernirates, such as Kano, KatsinaandZ;rìa as well as the Sokoto.Gwandu-region,
were to undergo a transformation from religious taxation to a secular one and

mkõt was to become part of the private sphere - again. In the peripheral emirates,

where pre-colonial state revenue never relied on the income ftom zal<ãtlzakl<abu¡

va¡ious forms of khums and jizya, there was less of a rift and zaftdl continued to

be part of the private sphere. Thus, I am arguing tltar. zakãt or obligatory alms-
giving as such w¿$ never abolished dwing the colonial period.

A totally different matter is the functioning and impact of zalcû during the

pre-colonial and especially the period of the Caliphate. Ga¡ba's argument (about

the negative impact of the colonial tax reform) ttrat

... zakãt became associated with the well-to-do members of the society; and the influx
of the poor and the disabled into cities and towns was partly caused by this change,

236 G"rba 1986:249.
237 Hun 1968: 129.
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because -the 
village and the district heads could no longer cater for the needs of such

p"ople,238

can also be taken as a cridcism of a malfunctioning pre-colonial system: ú. zatcat

would have been collected and distributed according to Islamic Law, then it
would have been associated with the wealthy members of the society. Does Ga¡ba
imply that the burden of the payment of zakãt in pre-colonial times was on rhe
"ordinary" people, the well-to-do members having several opportunities to escape

the burden ofreligious taxation? In that case, one could even argue that the colo-
nial tax reform corrected such "injustice", making the wealthy take up the burden

of paying obligatory alms.

l¿st but not least, was there a kind of a public welfa¡e system in the Sokoto
Caliphate (or at least in the central emirates) and how did it function? As stated

before, I am critical of Watts's concept and outline of a system that would have
been based on the collection and distributio¡ of zakka-grain. I do agree that, in
theory and accordingto zaltat-rules, such a system could have been in use in the

Sokoto Caliphate or at least in the central regions (but most certainly not in the
peripheral Emirates). However, according to my calculations, which a¡e based on
rather theoretical assumptions of the amount of grain that could be harvested and
be given as zakka, it is questionable that there would have been enough zakka-
grain stored to make up for emergency siruations in addition to ordinary demands
of local, regional and emi¡ate functionaries as well as those who had a right to a
sharc of zakar, such as the poor and the needy and the Muslim scholars. Again, I
do not say that poor relief and help during times of distress tvere not distributed
out of zakka-funds, but I doubt whether there was ever enough stored grain to
enable an efñcient relief system.

238 c*b" 1986:25r


